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Preface
The subject of the mechanistic study of ligand substitution reactions
is currently undergoing an exciting growth. New fast-reaction techniques have removed the upper limit on rates that can be measured, and
extension to less familiar central metal atoms has begun in earnest.
This might seem the wrong moment for review of the field. As yet,
definitive treatment is possible only for those cornplexes involving monodentate ligands with cobalt(II1) and platinurn(I1). But, because information is so extensive for these systems, it is clear that they are functioning as models from which concepts and experiments are generated
for application over the fast-growing range of the subject. We believe
that this is an important moment to reopen debate on fundamentals so
that concepts will be most felicitously formulated to aid growth of understanding. This monograph is centrally concerned with three aspects of
those fundamentals.
We have attempted to develop an approach to classification of ligand
substitution reactions that is adapted to what seem to have emerged as the
characteristic features of these reactions and is susceptible to operational
tests. (We do recognize that any such scheme of ideas is necessarily
obsolescent once it is formulated since new experiments will certainly
follow immediately.) We have tried to evaluate the basis for making
generalizations about ligand substitution processes and to formulate tests
to show whether new reactions fall within familiar patterns. Finally, we
have sought to base the models of ligand substitution processes in the
language of n~olecular-orbitaltheory. We believe that M(3 theory is
most useful, because it may be used to correlate rate data on complexes
with the extensive information available from spectral and magnetic
studies, yet differs from crystal-field theory in providing a natural place
for consideration of the bonding electrons, which must be a principal
determinant of reaction processes.
T o keep this essay within bounds, we assume familiarity with the
elements of experimental kinetics, transition-state theory, and the simple
molecular-orbital theory of complexes. Introductory physical chemistry,
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some familiarity with the study of reaction mechanisms, and mastery of
one of the qualitative treatments of M O theory as applied to transitionmetal complexes should provide sufficient background. Thus, we hope
that this book will be useful to students, relatively early in their careers,
who wish to explore this field.
Our debts to very many workers will be obvious throughout. We
want to record here our special personal debt to Professors Ralph G.
Pearson and Fred Basolo and to Dr. Martin Tobe. We particularly
thank Professor George S. Hammond for his interest and enthusiasm in
this project. Professor Hammond carefully read and criticized the
entire manuscript in the final drafts. We received many other valuable
criticisms at various stages of this project from Professors R. D. Archer,
F. Basolo, J. 0. Edwards, J. Finholt, P. Haake, J. Halpern, A. Kropf,
R. G. Pearson, S. I. Shupack, M. S. Silver, and C. Walling, and Dr. U.
Belluco and Dr. L. Cattalini. We very much appreciate their help and
probably should have followed their suggestions more closely. We
warmly acknowledge expert assistance from Mrs. Madeline deFriesse,
Miss Jan Denby, and Mrs. Diane Celeste in preparation of the manuscript.
COOPER H. LANGFORD
HARRY B . GRAY

Amherst, Massachusetts
New York, New York
October 7965
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Ligand substitution reactions of coordination compounds have been
studied as intensively as any class of inorganic reactions. These are the
reactions for which the generalized equation (1-1) may be written. In
Eq. (1-I), M is a metal atom and X and Y are any two ligands. (One of

the ligands involved is often also the solvent species.) The general form
encompasses both some very fast and some quite slow reactions as well as
coordination compounds of both transition and nontransition metals.
The bulk of the experimental work, however, is concerned with those
complexes of transition metals which are nonlabile. That is, the majority
of the effort to date has been devoted to the study of reactions slow enough
to be accessible to classical kinetic techniques. Detailed information has
appeared for reactions involving the d6 metal system Co(III), the ds metal
system Pt(II), and to a lesser extent the d3 system Cr(II1). Some important information is now appearing concerning Rh(III), Au(III), and
Pd(I1). We shall adopt the point of view that these better understood
systems are paradigmatic of, at least, the methods and concepts appropriate to the study of ligand substitutions in general. A later section
(Section 3-16) undertakes a preliminary test of the applicability of the
concepts derived from the "classical" systems to reactions of labile complexes, using the interesting data derived from the new fast-reaction
methods, but the bulk of the discussion is devoted to well-known reactions
of the type given in Eqs. (1-2) and (1-3). These two examples also
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represent the two structural types for which extensive data are available,
the approximately octahedral six-coordinate complexes, and the approximately square-planar four-coordinate complexes.

1- 1

FUNDAMENTAL MECHANISTIC CONCEPTS

Most mechanistic analysis is based on the study of reaction-rate
processes, and it is natural to divide the task into two distinct phases.
The first is discovery of the sequence of elementary steps by which a
complicated over-all reaction is accomplished, and the second is to understand the magnitudes of the rate constants for the individual steps in
terms of the rearrangements of atoms and bonds (electrons) taking place.
We shall designate the elaboration of the reaction in terms of elementary
steps the study of the stoichiometric mechanism, and the analysis of the
individual steps the study of intimate mechanism. The classification of
ligand substitution reactions has been based principally on differences of
stoichiometric mechanism. Conceptually, this has seemed straightforward. I t is usually easy to write down plausible reaction schemes with
definite steps and intermediates. But, the question of stoichiometric
mechanism is often the hardest to resolve experimentally. Partly, this
results from conceptual confusions. T o construct the most useful language
for discussion of ligand substitution, we must explore the relation of
theories of reaction-rate processes to the experimentally meaningful definition of elementary reaction step for reactions in solution.
There are two theoretical models available for our discussion, the collision theory ' and the transition-state t h e ~ r y . ~
Most discussions of mechanisms of reactions in solution are based on the vocabulary and concepts of
the transition-state theory. I n this theory, it is possible to refine the concept of elementary step almost indefinitely. Clearly, any local minimum
in a potential surface may be regarded as an intermediate species requiring
treatment of the reaction as multistep. But, it is not clear that all such
minima are accessible to experiment.
Consider, as an example, a situation that is actually favorable for
experimental intermediate detection, the solvolysis of a halo-complex RX,
according to Eq. (1-4). S denotes a solvent molecule that may function

as a ligand. Assume that the transition state for this substitution is
reached by a considerable degree of rupture of the bond to the leaving
X group. There are two possibilities: The substitution may proceed
smoothly in a concerted single step, or an intermediate of reduced coordi-
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nation number (R*)may be formed prior to the entry of the solvent
molecule. These two paths are illustrated on a conventional potential
versus reaction coordinate diagram of transition-state theory in Figure
1-1. Curve ( a ) illustrates the one-step path and curve (b) the two-step
path. Conceptually, the distinction is plain. How is it to be made
experimentally?
One approach would be through "kinetic" experiments. The existence of unstable intermedia+ that never accumulate enough for direct
observation may modify rate laws in anticipatable ways because an intermediate may react selectively. Introduction of free X- ion into the solution
might lead to a reduction in the observed solvolysis rate. This would serve
as evidence for the intermediate, if it could be interpreted as indication
of diversion of the intermediate from solvolysis back to the initial complex.
(Some care must be taken to exclude other possible effects of X-.) Simi-

Figure 1-1
Free energy vs. reaction prog+ess diagram for solvolysis of a halocomplex RX. Curve ( a ) represents the concerted process. Curve ( b ) includes an
intermediate of reduced coordination number.
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larly, other competitors for the intermediate might lead to a change in
the product distribution without affecting the rate of disappearance of
the initial complex. A still more subtle way to observe selective reactivity of a n intermediate follows the ideas of Winstein et al.3 Consider
the effects of introducing the noncoordinating anion perchlorate to the
reaction system in a solvent that represses ionic dissociation. If the
intermediate is formed in this solvent, it may remain for some time as an
ion pair, from which the leaving group will be able to re-enter the complex to give no over-all reaction. Addition of excess perchlorate can
lead to replacement of the leaving group in the ion pair by perchlorate,
which preserves the intermediate for solvolysis [Eq. (1-5)]. The net
result is a special acceleration of solvolysis on the addition of perchlorate
that is not produced by other salts. Finally, in the event that R X has

properties of optical or geometric isomerism and R+ is a highly symmetric species, it may be possible to infer the existence of the intermediate
from an isomerization process that occurs faster than the solvolysis reaction. Here again, formation of the ion pair and re-entry of the leaving
group are involved, but the isomerization is explained by assuming that
the ion pair survives at least long enough for Rf to rotate with respect
to its immediate environment so that X- re-entry may be from a new
direction.
All the above tests have in common the requirement that the intermediate R+ survive long enough for rearrangement of its contact solvation
shell. (The contact solvation shell of a transition metal complex is usually
called the outer or second coordination sphere.) A competitor for the
intermediate must find its way into the outer coordination sphere of the
intermediate. In the minimal case, the intermediate must survive long
enough for rotations with respect to its outer coordination sphere. From
the point of view of collision theory, the requirement for detection of an
intermediate is that the intermediate last long enough for exchanges of collision partners before reacting. I n solution, the solvent-cage effect operates to keep collision partners together for 10 to 10' successive collisions.
This recollision results from molecules bouncing back together from collisions with surrounding solvent molecules and is predicted from almost
any model of the liquid state, whether it be a quasi-lattice or disordered
liquid model. The succession of connected collisions is called an en-
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counter, and an intermediate cannot be detected by the above "kinetic"
tests if it can react within a single encounter. There must be a significant
activation energy for reaction of the intermediate if it is to be detected.
O n a time scale, it must survive longer than a rninimurn near 10-lo sec.
This figure refers to the most favorable cases for intermediate
detection.
For short-lived intermediates, it would be necessary to find tests that
did not involve modification of the rate law (tests not involving modification of the kinetic stoichio~netry-which will be called nonkinetic in this
chapter). Some attempts have been made to judge the timing of bond
breaking and bond formation in substitutions from analysis of reaction
energetics. This involves con~parisonof the rates of closely related react i o n ~ . Essentially,
~
these are attempts to convert data on the energy
difference between the ground state and the transition state into information about the shape of the potential function for the reaction. Such
~
the aid of
attempts have been criticized cogently by H a r n m o ~ l d ,with
one postulate:
If two states (as, for example, a transition state and an unstable
intermediate) occur consecutively during a reaction process and
have nearly the same energy content, their interconversion will
require only a small reorganization of molecular structures.
Consider again the substitution reactions of RX, assuming that R+
may be a short-lived intermediate (that is, lie at a shallow minimum in
the potential surface). Suppose that the composition of the outer coordination sphere (encounter complex) is altered by varying concentrations
in the solution so that there is an opportunity for a variety of species to
compete with the solvent on an even basis, resulting in a variety of
substitution products in the different cases. If the rate of RX consumption
is not altered in these experiments, it would be inferred that the entering
group (S or one of the others) does not significantly affect the energy of
the transition state, and it might be argued that the entering group did
not participate in the transition state and that the intermediate was formed.
This second conclusion is, at best, highly uncertain. Hammond's postulate indicates that the structure of a short-lived intermediate must be
close to the transition state for its conversion to product. The entering
group cannot play a large role in the transition state that must include it.
Thus there is no real argument for excluding the entering group from
the transition state of the over-all reaction simply because it does not
play a large energetic role.
We infer that the only intermediates in substitution reactions that have experimental signijicance are those detected by what we have called "kinetic" tests. Any
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substitution that takes place within an encounter (faster than the reorganization of the outer coordination sphere) must be considered, operationally,
a concerted process. I t will not be experimentally possible to exclude
any species involved in the encounter from participation in the transition
state. Conversely, it is important to realize that concerted processes may
have a wide variety of transition states. The term concerted tends to evoke
the image of entering-group bond formation providing energetic assistance
to leaving-group bond rupture. As indicated above, the participation
of the entering group may be entirely "accidental." (When the initial
complex is activated "dissociatively," it must react with the ligand that is
in place, if it cannot fall to a reasonably stable intermediate state.) Perhaps the term "concerted" is not the most appropriate for all substitution
reactions occurring in a single elementary step. We prefer the less evocative term interchange, indicating that the reaction process is an exchange
of ligands between the inner and outer coordination spheres.
The RX solvolysis example was chosen as a case that offers the greatest
sensitivity in intermediate detection. In other circumstances, hypothetical unstable intermediates of longer lifetimes may still remain undetectable. Two cases are of particular importance in what follows. First,
the lifetimes of species in the outer coordination sphere of a metal complex may be long when special interactions exist. For example, the
outer sphere complex between ~n~~ (aq) and SO:- has a dissociation
rate constant of 3.5 X 10' sec-' (not more than 50 times the rate constant for dissociation of the inner-sphere complex). Second, when an
intermediate is formed by addition of a ligand to produce a n intermediate
of increased coordination number, there will be no possible tests based on
the selective reactivity of the intermediate. This problem is discussed
in Section 1-3.
The above discussion has focused on the idea that experiments connected with the rate law and stoichiometry of a reaction are essential to
identification of intermediates, elaboration of elementary steps, and assignment of stoichiometric mechanism. The experiments that explore
the effects of structure variation, or variation of other parameters, on the
rate constant are those that provide the best information available, within
the context of transition-state theory, about intimate mechanism: namely,
the role played by various groups in activation energetics. As Hammond pointed out, the inability to distinguish between a transition state
and a metastable intermediate is of small importance when it is recognized
that the disability arises from the fact that the hypothetical intermediate
is a good model of the transition state of the reaction. The only important
point is to avoid confusing experiments that provide information on the
intimate mechanism with those that provide information on the stoichiometric mechanism.
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1-2

CLASSIFICATION O F LIGAND SUBSTITUTION MECHANISMS

In establishing a descriptive language for a group of reactions, there
is always some danger that a scheme set up before all the facts are in will
function more as a straitjacket to thought than as a guide to the orderly
asking and answering of questions. But if a systematic analysis is to be
developed, some categories must be imposed. Hopefully, a n open rnind
toward any scheme can be preserved.
The most natural division in mechanistic study is that between stoichiometric and intimate mechanism, and it is perhaps equally natural to
attempt categorizing frorn each of these points of view separately. The
classical categories of substitution mechanism introduced in organic chemistry by Hughes and Ingold and later applied to ligand substitution
processes were originally based on a feature of stoichiometric mechanism,
the molecularity of the rate-determining step of the reaction. These have
been the source of some difficulty, since they have not always seemed
to focus on the most interesting issues in ligand substitution processes.
T o understand why this may occur, it is h e l p f ~ ~tol think again of a bimolecular reaction in solution from the collisional point of view. When
two particles collide in solution, they are caught in a solvent cage. Conversely, energy transfer in a condensed phase is rapid, and it is not reasonable to expect a system to remain in a highly "activated" state long enough
for several exchanges of collision partners. As a result, a case of more
or less "accidental bimolecularity" arises. A ligand may come into contact with a con~plexwhich then receives sufficient energy to dissociate.
The new ligand enters the conlplex without having made any significant
contribution to activation. I t simply occupied the appropriate place
within the solvation shell. The current categorization of substitution
mechanisms includes cases which seen1 bimolecular in the strict stoiclziometric sense but which are thought to be related to unimolecular cases,
because their intimate mechanism seems to behave like that of the unimolecular p r o c e ~ s . ~
A reforn~ulationis possible that distinguishes categories of stoichiometric mechanism from categories of intimate mechanism and provides
a natural place for "cage" reactions. The first task is to anticipate the
types of stoichiometric mechanism that will be important in ligand substitutions and to choose designations for these. Subsequently, the scheme
may be extended to cover interesting differences in intimate mechanism.
Three possible simple pathways are "stoichiometrically~' distinct: a dissociative path (D) in which the leaving ligand is lost in the first step,
producing a n intermediate of reduced coordination number; an associative (A) path in which the entering ligand adds in the first step, producing
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a n intermediate of increased coordination number; and the concerted
path called interchange (I) (vide supra), since the leaving group is moving
from the inner to the outer coordination sphere and the entering group
is moving from outer to inner. (An interchange may occur along a
multistep path, since the formation and dissociation of a n outer-sphere
complex may often be easily separable steps of a reaction, but the defining
characteristic of interchange is the absence of an intermediate in which
the primary coordination number of the metal is modified.) The three
paths are illustrated in Eqs. (1-6), (1-7), and (1-8). (MX, - . - Y
-X

MX,
MX,
MX,

+y

MX,-1

+Y
5
MX,Y

...Y

-+

MX,-1Y

(D = dissociative)

(1-6)

SMX,-lY

(A = associative)

(1-7)

(I = interchange)

(1-8)

-X
-X

+x

MX,-1Y

..X

represents an outer-sphere complex, for example, a n ion pair such as
In this scheme the nature of the intermediate
Co(NH3)i+ . - SO;-.)
is the crucial factor. We find three possibilities that would reduce to
only two if molecularity were made central.
The most useful distinction to make in the classification of intimate
mechanisms of substitution is probably to distinguish between those reactions whose activation energy is markedly affected by the assistance of the
entering group and those reactions whose activation energy is determined
by the requirements of dissociation. These will be called the associative and
dissociative modes of activation, and the corresponding categories of intimate mechanism will be designated a and d. Clearly, they are to be
recognized by the criterion of the effect of the entering group on the rates
of a series of related substitutions. If the rate is sensitive to the nature of
the entering group, the reactions are a. If it is not possible to establish a
dependence of the rate on the nature of the entering group that is in
excess of what may be regarded simply as the effects of the entering
group on the environment (for example, solvent effects), the reaction is d.
I t will be easily seen that the A and D categories will be isomorphous with
useful categories of intimate mechanism, but that it is desirable to further
subdivide I processes.
Figures 1-2 and 1-3 show energy versus reaction coordinate profiles
for A and D processes, respectively. In the A process, both leaving and
entering groups are participants in the transition state, and a role for the
entering group in determining the activation energy is expected to be a
characteristic feature. In a D process, the entering group does not participate in the transition state for the formation of the intermediate.
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transition state

Figure 1-2

Energy projile of an associative reaction.

AGt is the free energy

of activation.

Thus complete absence of an energetic role for the entering group may be
considered the characteristic feature of the D process.
I reactions may have a variety of transition states, but two well-defined
types will be those resembling the transition states of A and D reactions.
The A-like transition in an I process will display substantial bonding to
both the entering and leaving groups, and the entering group will play
an important part in determining its energy. Such a transition state on
a n I path will be indicated by adding the notation a. The D-like transition state of I reactions is one with only weak bonding to both the entering
and leaving groups (the bonding may be very weak indeed). The entering group effect on rate will be small. Such an I process will be denoted
with a n added d.
The a-d dichotomy appears to be the only subdivision of I processes
that is necessary for a comprehensive discussion of ligand substitutions.
There has been a persistent undercurrent of argument in the field over
the extent to which it is possible to make generalizations about substitution mechanisms. Some authors feel that broad similarities exist among
the reaction nlechanisms in a family of complexes. Others have held
that each reaction has a distinctive mechanism of its own. There is truth
in both views. We believe that the two types of activation represent the

Figure 1-3

Energy profile of a dissociative reaction. Labels as in Figure 1-2.

features about which generalizations can be made. The evidence in
Chapters 2 and 3 suggests that each family of complexes undergoes substitution with a characteristic activation type (either a or d) but that
there may well be differences of stoichiometric mechanism within a closely
related family of complexes.
If the suggested classification of intimate mechanism is to be satisfactory, it must have significance with respect to other kinds of variations,
in addition to the change of entering and leaving group. Some of the
main types of experiments are steric modifications, modification of electronic cha~acteristicsof ligands attached to the reacting site, solvent
modifications, and solvent and ligand kinetic-isotope effects. I n fact,
such studies have normally been analyzed in terms of their bearing on
bond formation and bond rupture. Steric effects are a good example.
I t is argued that increase of steric crowding a t a site will increase the
activation energy for bond formation, but may reduce the activation
energy for bond rupture as a result of relief of strain in the transition state.
Finally, it must be noted that intimate mechanisms are determined by
reaction potential surfaces which may, in principle, be varied continuously.
A division of intimate mechanisms into classes will remain somewhat
arbitrary.
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Table 1-1

Classification of ligand substitution me~hanisms
Stoichiometric mechanism

p
p
p
p
-

Intermediate of
Intermediate of
Intimate
increased
Concerted
reduced
mechanism coordination number process coordination number
Associative
activation
Dissociative
activation

A

1,
Id

B

With three stoichiometric categories, one of which must be subdivided
when intimate mechanisms are considered, a total of four mechanisms are
sufficient for characterization of ligand substitutions. They are A, I,, Id,
and D. Their characteristics are sumn~arizedin Table 1-1.

1-3

OPERATIONAL TESTS OF MECHANISM

The proposed classification scheme can be made operational (at least
in principle). The distinction between assisted and unassisted activation
has already been indicated. I t depends on the idea that bonding is
selective and that covalency in the transition state is characterized by
the same feature that characterizes ground-state covalency, namely, a high
sensitivity to the nature of the participating atoms. If the rates of a
series of reactions which may be assumed to have related mechanisms
show much smaller sensitivity to the nature of the entering group than
to the nature of the leaving group, activation is classed as dissociative.
This situation corresponds to an entering ligand effect small enough that
it cannot be assigned unambiguously to covalency effects, if proper account
is to be taken of the effects of ligand alteration on the environment of the
reaction (for example, ionic strength). When rate changes with entering-group variation become comparable to the rate changes on variation
of the leaving group, activation is characterized as associative.
The distinction between a dissociative (D) process and an interchange
(Id) is made on kinetic grounds. The various possible tests were described
in Section (1-1) in connection with the example of the d solvolysis of a
halo-co~nplexRX. The rate laws associated with these tests are considered in Chapter 3.

LIGAND SUBSTITUTION PROCESSES

The distinction between the interchange, I,, and associative, A, processes should be made on a basis similar to the Id-D distinction. A
mechanism will be called associative if it is possible to detect a two-step
path involving increase of coordination number by kinetic or stereochemical techniques. Unfortunately, there is no analog of the competition experiments when all participants in the reaction are present in both
steps of the two-step path. Moreover, the stereochemistry will normally
be determined by the direction of initial attack. Thus we may detect a n
intermediate only if the intermediate is sufficiently stable to accumulate.
The reaction shown in Figure 1-2 may be run in the direction such that
the transition state lies after the intermediate. If the intermediate is
sufficiently stable, the rate will not increase without limit as the enteringgroup concentration is raised. If the equilibrium leading to intermediate
formation begins to become saturated, the rate will approach a limiting
value. The rate law will fall toward first order. This observation is a
necessary condition for an A reaction.
Detection of an intermediate by its accumulation is a stringent test.
We might easily imagine a significant intermediate in the sense of transition-state theory which is insufficiently stable to accumulate. (Some such
intermediates are presumably detected in D processes.) This sort has
been discussed in the context of aromatic substitution reactions. Criteria
for intermediate detection have been advanced by Hughes et al.,1°
Melander,ll and Bunnett and co-workers.12 But these criteria have been
criticized by H a r n m ~ n d . ~
We repeat his argument to show why detection
of an intermediate of increased coordination number also remains operationally uncertain in the absence of the "kinetic" test.
In Figure 1-4 a minimum corresponding to a metastable intermediate is shown a t S. The accounts of relative reactivity in aromatic substitution cited above have considered the transition state to be similar to
the intermediate at S in which the carbon atom undergoing substitution
has been converted to the tetrahedral configuration [see Eq. (1-9)]. If

such an intermediate is unstable, and has an energy of formation reasonably similar to the energy of activation, it should be closely related to both the
transition states R and T through which it is formed and destroyed by a
simple application of Hammond's postulate.

13
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The criteria for detection of nonaccumulating intermediates in aromatic substitutions are all closely similar. Melander's discussion l1 of
the use of a deuterium-isotope effect is a good specific case to consider.
In aromatic nitration and bromination, Melander found that replacement
of the hydrogen at the reaction site with tritium resulted in no kineticisotope effect. He argued that this indicated inter~rlediatc(1-9), since
it suggested that the rate-determining step of the reaction did not involve
breaking of the C-H bond. (Bunnett and Ingold et al. also argued
similarly for the intermediate from an absence of a leaving-group effect
on rate.) If the intermediate is unstable and its decomposition is highly

reaction coordinate

Figure 1-4

Energy projle showing a metastable intermediate at S. AGS, the
activation energy, determines the rate of the forward#rocess. Note that it is similar
to AGO, the free energy of formation of the intermediate.
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exothermic, it follows from Hammond's postulate that only very small
C-H bond stretching will be required to reach the transition state for
decomposition of the intermediate ( T in Figure 1-4). Thus there would
be no more than a small kinetic-isotope effect on the step of the reaction
that does involve breaking of the C-H bond. Absence of an isotope effect
is not really inconsistent with either formation or decomposition of the
intermediate as the rate-determining step of the reaction. Clearly, then,
it is also consistent with a single-step process as well. [We should note
that Olah and Kuhn later prepared13 stable salts containing cations of the
structure shown in (1-9).] Small leaving-group effects do not establish
the sequence: bond formation preceding bond rupture. They do show
that the transition state for the reaction involves a bond to the leaving
group that has been minimally perturbed from its original ground state.
As before, it is important to note that the proposed test reveals much of
i~nportanceabout the intimate mechanism, while leaving uncertainties
about the stoichiometric mechanism.

1-4

SUMMARY O F MECHANISTIC CLASSIFICATIONS

There are three categories of stoichiometric mechanisms distinguished
operationally by kinetic tests.
1 . Dissociatiue (D): intermediate of reduced coordination number,
which may be detected by its selective reactivity.
2. Associatiue (A): intermediate of increased coordination number,
which may be detected by departure of the rate expression from strict
second-order kinetics when the reaction is followed in the direction for
which the transition state lies after the intermediate.
3. Interchange ( I ): no kinetically detectable intermediates.
There are two nlajor categories of intimate mechanism that may be
distinguished operationally if it can be assumed that a group of reactions
with related mechanism can be identified.
1. Associative activation ( a ) :the reaction rate is approximately as sensitive (or more sensitive) to variation of the entering group as to variation
of the leaving group.
2. Dissociative activation (d): the reaction rate is much Inore sensitive
to variation of the leaving group than to variation of the entering group.
D mechanisnls nus st be dissociative. A rrlechanisnls must be associative. Therefore, we adopt the following as the simplest combined notations designating both stoichiometric and intimate mechanism: A, I,, I d , D.
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CORRELATION O F CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES

The present mechanistic designations may be correlated with those
based on the Hughes-Ingold scheme. The A mechanism of ligand substitution would be labeled SN2 or, in the refined version of Basolo and
P e a r ~ o nS
, ~ Nlim.
~
I t is a process in which the rate-determining step is
bimolecular. The D mechanism has a unirnolecular rate-determining
step and corresponds to the SN1 lim process. The I, case corresponds to
the SN2 (not limiting) mechanism.
The case that responds to tests of intinlate nlechanisnl as if dissociation of the leaving group were the important aspect of activation, but for
which evidence for an intermediate of reduced coordination number is not
forthcoming, has always been the ambiguous case in the Hughes-Ingold
scheme. I t is difficult to decide whether the failure to establish unimolecularity should be allowed to override the obvious similarities in
behavior to the SN1 lim process. Various attitudes have been adopted
by various authors, and the processes here designated I d have sometimes
been called SN1and sometimes SN2, usually with the recognition that they
are borderline. (The introduction of the Id notation is meant not only
to avoid the ambiguity with respect to molecularity but also to raise
the question of possible "accidental bimolecularity" in the sense described
earlier.)
I n the Hughes-Ingold scheme the abbreviation SNsignifies "substitution-nucleophilic," emphasizing the point that the metal complex undergoing substitution is a center not saturated with respect to electrons and
that the ligand is an electron donor "seeking" a positive center in reaction.
Nucleophile is often used as the kinetic term corresponding to the equilibrium concept of Lewis base.14 The opposite kind of reagent is a n electrophilic reagent, that is, one that attacks an electron-rich center. The
distinction between electrophilic and nucleophilic attack at carbon centers
is probably quite clear-cut. However, the transition metals with partly
filled d shells often have available electrons at the reaction site. I t is
clear that the equilibrium properties of metal-ligand bonds are often
strongly influenced by "back-donation" of electrons from the metal to the
ligand. I t is reasonable to assume that there is a kinetic analog of this
phenomenon, and the term '5 "biphilic" has been introduced for reagents
that both donate electrons to, and receive electrons from, the metal atom
under attack. Although it is no doubt true that the vast majority of
reactions in which one ligand replaces another are conveniently called
nucleophilic substitutions, the exceptions are interesting. The assumption of nucleophilicity is not built into our nomenclature.
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1-6 PROSPECTUS

The history of investigations of the reactions of families of complexes
exhibits a common pattern. First, it is usually found that a particular
rate law is fairly general. Second, the rate constants for the members
of the family are compared to see if the effects of structure variation can
be interpreted. This stage leads to more elaborate structure-variation
studies and in some cases to deeper examination of the rate laws. This
general history encourages interpretation to develop along certain lines.
The rate laws do not usually settle the issue of stoichiometric mechanism,
although they limit the possibilities. The structure-variation studies usually point to a pattern in the intimate mechanism. Unambiguous decisions on the final questions of stoichiometric mechanism are rare.
The next two chapters discuss the hypothesis that the two major
structural types of transition metal complexes which have been studied
extensively (octahedral and square-planar) each display a characteristic
intimate mechanism. This may be shown to follow from theoretical
expectations based on electronic and steric considerations. However, it
is not maintained that the community of intimate mechanism in each
type is close enough to exclude a crossover of a stoichiometric mechanism
boundary. Evidence for such crossovers exists, but this questzon remains
very much in need of study.
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chapter

Square-Planar
Substitutions

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of the substitution mechanisms
of square-planar complexes. Although the term square-planar comfilex requires Ddh symmetry in the strictest sense, we shall use the term to designate
any four-coordinate complex in which the central metal atom, and the
four attached donor atoms lie approximately in the same plane.

2-1

MODEL FOR SQUARE-PLANAR SUBSTITUTIONS

Steric Course
Of the important metal-complex geometries, the square-planar structure is best suited for substitutions by a pathways, since there are two
coordination positions open for the attack of an incoming group. From
purely steric considerations, the geometry of the transition state is expected
to be approximately t r k n a---.-l bipyramidal, since this arrangement minimizes the mutual repulsions of the five ligands. A square-pyramidal
-- *---. - - ,
structure is another reasonable possibility for the transition state. I t
should be noted, however, that the difference between an "approximate i
trigonal bipyramid" and an "approximate square pyramid" may be
vanishingly small.
Since the steric factors are so favorable for associative activation, we
shall develop an A mechanism via a trigonal-bipyramidal intermediate
as the most reasonable model for square-planar substitutions. This process
is shown in Figure 2-1. Although a two-step stoichiometric A mechanism
may not operate in every case, the five-coordinate intermediate should
serve as a useful model of the transition state in substitutions which are
better designated I,.

i
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Figure 2-1
Associative A mechanism for square-planar substitutions via a
trigonal-b$yramidal intermediate.

Orbital Course
The energy-level ordering in square-planar complexes continues to be
a subject in which there is much interest and some disagreement.'-l3 The
relative energies of the molecular orbitals (MO's) pertinent to our discussion are known with reasonable certainty, however. An MO-level scheme
is presented in Figure 2-2.
In PtC1;-, for. example, the a- and a-bonding electrons undoubtedly
are delocalized over all five atoms. Since the chlorine-valence orbitals
are more stable than the platinum-valence orbitals, the bonding electrons
are "pulled" toward the chlorine atoms. The antibonding MO's derived
from the d-valence orbitals consist of four relatively stable orbitals (a,*,,
* *
and one relatively unstable orbital, the strongly antibonding
a,%,
a
. The ordering of the a * orbitals is established as T,*, > a,*,,,,, but
the placement of a s is an unsettled matter. A recent interpretation l 3
places a,*,below a,*,,,, for PtC1;-, although for Ni(CN);- it appears l1
that a$ is above T,*,,,,.
The
M O is composed mainly of the
d,z-,z orbital, which is directed at the four ligands. The four relatively
stable metal(d)-based orbitals are occupied in PtClf, whereas u:~-,~ is
empty in the ground state. At higher energy, we find the p, valence
orbital, a a-symmetry orbital, not involved in a bonding, and the strongly
antibonding, unstable orbitals a,*,u,*, and a,*.
A particularly good electronic structural arrangement for the squareplanar situation should be d* low-spin; in this case, maximum use is
made of the relatively stable metal(d)-based orbitals. This is borne out
by experiment, because the majority of square-planar transition metal
complexes, and all square-planar complexes of interest in our ~nechanistic
discussion here, contain d8 central metal ions and are diamagnetic.
Since the p, valence orbital in square-planar metal complexes is not
involved in a bonding, it is available for forming the extra a bond required
in associative activation processes. The ready availability of a valence
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Figure 2-2
Assumed ordering of the antibonding MO's derived from d
valence orbitals in a square-planar metal complex.

orbital to attach the additional ligand present in the proposed fivecoordinate intermediate indicates that, from electronic structural considerations, square-planar substitutions most probably should proceed by
a n associative A mechanism. It is significant that many d8 low-spin
complexes, for example, Fe(C0) 5, are five-coordinate. 75 In these cases
the proposed five-coordinate intermediate of an A mechanism for d8
square-planar complexes is the ground state. A very deep minimum in
the potential-energy surface corresponding to the five-coordinate d8 complex is a reality in these situations.
From simple electronic-structural considerations, both the trigonalbipyramidal and square-pyramidal geometries are possible for the proposed five-coordinate intermediate. In a trigonal bipyramid (see Figure
2-3) metal nd,z, (n
l)s, (n
1)p,, (n
l ) p , , and (n
I)@, orbitals
are involved in strong o bonding; in a square pyramid, nd,z-,z, [nd,~
(n
l)s], (n
1)p,, (n
l)p,, and (n
l)p, orbitals are involved in
strong a bonding. Probable relative MO energies for these structures
are shown in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-3

I

Coordinate system for M O ' s in a trigonal b@yramid.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-4
Assumed ordering of the antibonding M O ' s derived from d
valence orbitals in ( a ) a trigonal-b$yramidal complex and ( b ) in a square-pyramidal
complex.
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The square pyramidal ds system would have the configuration [T,*,,,,]~
[ ~ , * , ] ~ [ a z notice
~ ] ~ ; that there are two electrons in a pure o*-type orbital.
From the trigonal-bipyramidal MO-level scheme, the electronic structure
of the ds five-coordinate intermediate would be [T,*,,,,]~[T~,-,~,~~]~,
with
no electrons in strongly a * MO's. As indicated above, this is expected
to be a relatively stable intermediate structure, with five a bonds. Ligands
with relatively stable, empty .rr orbitals (T-acceptor ligands) such as C O
are able to stabilize the T,*~-,~,,, and n,*,,,, levels through metal -+ ligand
?r bonding.
A complicating feature is that the x2 - y 2 and xy orbitals
are involved to some extent in the a-molecular orbital system, and the
level labeled ~,*2-,~,,,
is destabilized through this a interaction. Thus
there are many energy factors (including the energies of the a-bonding
levels), which a t present we are not able to assess in a quantitative manner,
and we conclude that a choice between the trigonal bipyramid and the square
pyramid cannot be made on electronic-structural grounds alone. However, there
is a n indication that the trigonal-bipyramidal structure is electronically
favored for a d8 low-spin complex containing good T-acceptor ligands.
We shall outline the orbital course of square substitution in considerable
detail for an A mechanism with a trigonal-bipyramidal intermediate in
the section on the trans-effect.

Summary Statement
Simple but pertinent theoretical arguments lead to the following conclusion regarding the mechanism by which free ligands exchange for
bound ligands in d8 square-planar complexes: From both steric and electronic considerations, an associative A mechanism is expected to be the
most useful model for discussion of square-planar (d8) substitutions. Such
reactions are strongly expected to have at least a activation, and thus be
I, if not A. Steric factors favor a trigonal-bipyramidal structure for the
proposed intermediate. If we extrapolate from the stability of several
known d8 five-coordinate complexes, it should be possible in favorable
cases to obtain kinetic evidence for the existence of the five-coordinate
intermediate of an A process.

2-2

RATE LAW AND STEREOCHEMISTRY

First, it is important to note that substitution reactions of Pt(I1) complexes proceed with retention of geometric configuration; that is, trans
complexes give trans products and cis complexes give cis products.14~l8
I t is now generally recognized that most square-planar substitution
reactions in solution follow a two-term rate law [Eq. (2-I)], where kl is a
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rate =

-d [complex]
dt

=

(kl

+ k2[Y])[complex]

(2-1)

first-order rate constant, k2 is a second-order rate constant, [Y] represents
the concentration of the entering ligand, and [complex] the concentration
of the complex.
The rate law (2-1) is clearly shown by the observed 15*39 kinetics of the
reactions in aqueous solution of ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ with
r + several entering groups,
including OH-, C1-, I-, NO;, and SCNPseudo first-order rate constants kobs 'for these reactions were determined at various concentrations
of the entering ligand Y. The plots of kobs versus [Y] are shown in
Figure 2-5. In the concentration ranges studied, the plots are linear
with approximately equal, nonzero intercepts. The slopes of the lines
give the various kz's and the intercepts give the klls.
The "k2 term" (kz[Y][complex]) in the rate law [Eq. (2-I)] is in
agreement with the theoretical considerations of Section 2-1, since we
expect a second-order rate law for an A mechanism. On the other hand,
the appearance of a first-order term (kl[complex]) is at first sight disturb-

CYI,M
Relative reactiuities of dzferent entering groups with pt(dien)13rf
in aqueous solution at 25OC. See Table 2-7.

Figure 2-5
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ing, and indicates the possibility of a duality of mechanis~n, this term
representing a path of a dissociative variety. However, no mechanism
other than a need be invoked, since the kl term can arise logically from
an associative mechanism involving specifically one molecule of solvent
as reactant, in which case we rewrite Eq. (2-1) as follows Eq. (2-2).
rate = (k,[S] 4- kn[Y])[complex]

(with kl = k,[S])

(2-2)

The experimental rate law is thus compatible with an a mechanism for
planar substitution, but the kl term could be due to, a dissociative process.
In the discussion of the experiments that follow, we shall see that, for
unhindered square-planar complexes, the evidence overwhelmingly points
to a mechanism involving associative activation for both the k l and k?
terms in the rate law, hence either an A or I, process.
Square-planar complexes with Pt(I1) as central atom are best
suited for conventional quantitative kinetic studies, because of their
stabilities and relative inertness. Thus, we shall first discuss the substantial amount of information on relative rates of substitutions in Pt(I1)
complexes; 16-20, 22-47. 51, 62, 6 4 . 77-79, 81-88, 87 this information provides a
detailed view of the intimate mechanism.

2-3

EFFECT OF LIGANDS IN THE COMPLEX ON THE RATE

Trans Eflect
The kinetic trans effect in square-planar substitutions, first recognized
, ~ ~ to the special
by Werner 48 and elaborated on by C h e r n y a e ~ refers
effects of trans substituents on the lability of a leaving group. Of all the
specific ligand effects in metal complex substitution reactions, the trans

very large

Figure 2-6

large

moderate

decreasing relative rates
Trans eject order of ligands.

small
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Table 2-1

Trans-effect in Pt(I1)
substitution reactions a
trans-Pt(PEt3)z(L)Cl
py
trans-Pt(PEt3)z(L) (py)f
C1-

+

PMe3
HPEt3
Me-

CsHF
C1-

+

2 X10-I
4 . 7 X 10-2
4.1 X lo-'

6.0 x

1.2 x
3.5 x

Data from Ref. 17. Rates in ethanol; [py] = 0.006 M.
Approach to equilibrium is a pseudo first-order process.
Here kobs is the measured pseudo first-order rate constant.
" Complex is cis-Pt (PMea)2Cl 2.
"omplex
is cis-Pt (PEt 3) 2Cl 2.
a

effect is probably the most dramatic, spanning several orders of magnitude
in rate.
Although the trans-effect order of ligands is undoubtedly dependent to
some extent on the substrate, the generally accepted "average" order
is 43.
51 as in Figure 2-6.
The relative positions of PMe3, PEt3, H-,
Me-, and C s H were
~
determined from the measured l 7 rates in ethanol
solution of reaction (2-3). A comparison of the rates of reaction (2-3) is
509

given in Table 2-1. For the substrate cis-Pt(NH3)(L)Cl;-, the relative
rates in aqueous solution for replacement of the C1- trans to L are
CzH4 = very large >> NO; = 9 > Br- = 3 > C1- = 1.z9
There have been many papers written on the theory of the trans
effect.18-52-60 Notable theories are the electro~tatic-polarizationtheory
of Grinberg 52 and the n-bonding theory of Chatt et a1.,57958 and Orge1.59
Until it was found that H- has a very large trans effect, the n-bonding
theory accounted reasonably well for the over-all ligand order. I t now
seems clear, however, that both a- and n-electronic effects are important,
and thus we present here a combined a- and n-MO explanation of the
trans effect.
a

- Trans Eflect

Of the four metal valence orbitals involved in strong a bonding in a
square-planar complex, only thep orbitals have trans directional properties.
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Figure 2-7

Bonding of the trans ( T ) and leaving ( X ) groups with one p,

orbital.
That is, the trans group and the leaving group must share the same jI
orbital (and average of i p orbital for each ligand) in the over-all u-MO
structure, as shown in Figure 2-7. If the trans group has a particularly
strong u interaction with thep orbital, the bond to the leaving group may
be relatively weaker in the ground state. The driving force is then to
provide more p orbital to the trans group by moving the leaving group out
of the region of strong overlap while the entering group moves in, as
shown schematically in Figure 2-8. The available p, orbital is used to
help attach both the entering group and the leaving group to the central
meta1,in the five-coordinate transition state. Since the entering and

Figure 2-8
tution.

Change in the metal jI, orbital structure in square-planar substi-

,
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leaving groups now share the available p, orbital, the trans group owns
much more than one-half thep, orbital in the transition state. This means
that the difference in the energies of the ground and transition states
should be relatively small for good a -+ metal@) donor ligands. Calculations summarized in Table 2-2 show that the available valence orbitals
of the ligands He, PR3, and Me- have unusually large overlap with a
Pt 6p, orbital. We conclude that H , PR3, and Me- have large a-trans
effects and that over-all high trans-effectsof -SCNd and I- are principally
due to substantial a-effect contributions.
I t is not to be implied from the above discussion that the bond to the
trans group be necessarily stronger in the transition state than in the
ground state. In fact, both the leaving group and the trans group may

Table 2-2

Relative a- and 9-trans efects of ligands
Estimated a-cffectorder a

H-

> PR3 > -SCN-

> I-,

CH,, CO, CN-

> Br- > C1- > NH3 > OH-

Estimated a-eject order

H

H

\
/
C=C
, CO > CN- > -NO,
/
\

H

> -SCN-

>

H

I-

> Br- > C1- > NH3 > OH-

" Relative positions estimated from the values of the overlap integrals S(6pu,npo)
between a Pt 6p, orbital and appropriate ligand p, valence orbitals. Analytical
radial functions for Pt were calculated by H. Basch. Ligand atom radial functions
from E. Clementi, J. Chem. Phys., 40, 1944 (1964). Bond distances were estimated
from covalent radii. Actual values of the a overlap integrals are S ( 6 p , l s ~ )= 0.5169;
S(6p,3pp) = 0.3770; S ( 6 ~ , 3 p s )= 0.3574; S ( 6 ~ , 2 p c )= 0.3494; S ( ~ P , ~ P B=
, ) 0.3357;
S(bp,3pc1) = 0.3332; S ( 6 p , 2 p ~ )= 0.3169; S(6p,2po) = 0.2877. The position of I - is
a reasonable guess.
H
H
The ligands C O ,

\
/

C=C

/
, CN-,
\

N O T , and S C N - have reasonably stable,

empty T * molecular orbitals. The relative positions within this first group were estimated from the values of the overlap integrals S(5d,,~*). The necessary Pt 5d functions and the ligand T * functions were calculated by H. Basch and D. Gutterman.
Actual values of the T overlap integrals are as follows: S ( 5 d , ~ * C z H 4 )= 0.096; S(5d,
T * C O ) = 0.093; S(Sd,r*CN-) = 0.088; S(5d,r*NO;) = 0.066; S(5d,?r*-SCN-)
=
0.052. As a group, the ligands I-, Br-, C1-, NH,, and O H - are rated lower in
T-trans effect, because their lowest available T orbitals are believed to be considerably
less stable than those of the ligands in the first group. The suggested ordering of
decreasing T-trans effect in this second group parallels the estimated ordering of decreasing stability of the lowest available T orbital of the ligands in question.
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be loosened in the transition state, owing to the presence of the entering
group. Falk and Halpern have studied
reaction (2-3) with the L
trans-groups H- and D-. There is a large secondary kinetic isotope
effect, corresponding to a decrease in the second-order rate constant by a
factor of approximately 1.4 when hydride is replaced by deuteride. The
slower rate in the case of trans-Pt(PEts)2(D)Clis interpreted as a weakening of the Pt-H(Pt-D) binding in a five-coordinate transition state.
a- Trans Eflect

In a square-planar complex, three d orbitals have proper symmetries
for a interaction, xy, xz, and yz. Of these, the xz and yz orbitals interact
only with both members of a pair of trans-disposed ligands. Assuming the
coordinate system shown in Figure 2-9, we see that the xz orbital is shared
by the trans ligand and the leaving ligand. On formation of the trigonal
bipyramid, four d orbitals are of the right symmetries for a interaction,
i c a n t that all these-orbitals are
namely, xz, yz, x2 - y2, and xy. I u n i f-shared in a interaction with- the ligands i n the tr+gonal piane: -2hat-&,-the
trans group, the entering group, and the leaving group. In d8 complexes,
furthermore, all the d(a*) orbitals are filled. Thus the trigonal-bipyramidal transition state is greatly stabilized if the trans group possesses
empty, reasonably stable, a-symmetry orbitals, since a n interaction of
empty ligand a orbitals with the filled d(a*) orbitals delocalizes electronic
charge to the trans ligand and lowers the energy of the system. I n simple
terms, the trans ligand helps to accommodate the excess electronic charge
added to the central metal by the entering ligand. Thus, the effect of a
good a-acceptor trans group is to lower the over-all activation energy; this
%
--

a-interaction of the trans xz orbital with the trans (T) and
Figure 2-9
leaving (X) groups.
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we take to be the *-trans effect. I t should be noted that the two cis
ligands, which occupy axial positions in the trigonal bipyramid, only interact in r bonding with two of the four d(n*) orbitals (the xz and yz). I t
follows that the cis ligands cannot be as helpful as the trans ligand in
lowering the activation energy by metal -+ ligand r bonding.
An attempt to assess the a- and *-trans effects of several important
ligands is given in Table 2-2. The ratings are based on the overlaps of
appropriate ligand valence orbitals with Pt 5d, (r-trans effect) and Gp,
(a-trans effect) orbitals. Ligands that are very high in *-trans effect are
CO, CN-, and

\
/
C=C
/
\.

The ligand -NOT probably has a larger-trans

effect, but exhibits only a weak a-trans effect in comparison with C O and
CN-. This is the suggested explanation of the over-all order CO,
CN- >> -NO,.
A very interesting nrnr study of the complexes trans-Pt(PEt3) 2(p-FC6H4)X and trans-Pt(PEt3) 2(m-FC6H4)X has been reported 61 in
which the chemical shifts of the meta and para F's relative to fluorobenzene
are compared for various X groups. The chemical shifts of the meta F
supposedly are due to a-donor effects of the X groups, whereas the shifts
of the para F logically are due to a combination of u- and n-effects. The
study supports a trans-effect theory based on two electronic effects, since
both meta and kara F's are strongly shielded with X- = Me- (large
a-donor effect); the Z parameter ( Z = para shift - meta shift) is smallest
for X = CN-, indicating substantial n-acceptor interaction in this case.
However, extreme caution must be exercised in relating nmr data to the
kinetic trans effect. I t is almost certain that the chemical shifts are due to
the combined effects of many orbital interactions, not just the transdirected ones. For example, in the a system alone, the ligands FC6Hy
and X- share the valence orbitals ndz2-,z, nd,~, (n
l)s, and one np,.
Only the np, orbital is involved in the a-trans effect, but all the others
must contribute to the chemical shifts of the meta and para F's. Furthermore, the nmr experiment is not capable of testing the change in p,-donor
interaction and the change in d(n*) interaction in going to the transition
state. These are perhaps the two most important quantities in the kinetic
trans effect.

+

Eflect of Cis Ligands
In contrast to the profound influence on substitution rates of the group
trans to the leaving group, the cis groups have only a very small effect.
Grinberg 32 has pointed out that pyridine substitutes a little faster in
Pt(py)Cl, than in Pt(NH3)C1; and, in comparing NH3 and NO,, that a
leaving C1- is slightly more labile with NH3 cis. This gives the cis effect
order py > NHz > NOT for the substrates involved.
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Table 2-3

EJect of ligand cis to the leaving group
in Pt(I1) substitution reactions

csi-Pt(PEt3)2(L)Cl+ py
LC1C6HZ
Metrans-PtLzClz
L

+ C1-

a

4.17
7.92
11.4

+ 36CI-

Piperidine
AsEt 3
PEta
S(s-Bu)2
a

cis-Pt(PEt3)z(X)(py)+
kobs X lo2, sec-I

+

tr~ns-PtL2~~ClzC1kz X lo4, M-' sec-'

9.25
6.9
0.29
0.74

[py] = 0.0062 M in methanol solution, 25°C.
Data from Ref. 17.
Methanol solution at 30%; p = 0.1.
Data from Ref. 22.

Since this is the inverted trans-effect order of these ligands, it has been
suggested l8 that a good trans-effect group may be low in cis effect. This
is probably not a good generalization, considering the rate data in Table
2-3. We see that there is no significant difference in the rates of pyridine
substitution in cis-Pt(PEt3)2(L)Cl complexes, with less than a factor of three
spanning the L order Me- > C6H, > C1-. For comparison, recall that
the trans-effect order of these ligands is also Me- > C6H, > C1-, but
relative rates are 165 :35 :1. I n addition, it is not possible to relate large
trans effects with small cis effects in the associative C1- reaction with
trans-PtLzClz complexes (see Table 2-31. The order of keysfor different
L's is piperidine > AsEt3 > S(s-Bujz > PEt3, with kz of the bis-piperidine
complex larger than kz of the bis-PEt3 complex by a factor of 30. However, the bis-piperidine complex and the bis-AsEt3 complex have about
the same value of k2(C1-j. The trans-effect difference of these ligands is
probably about lo5 in rate, with AsEts, PEt3, >> piperidine. We conclude
that cis effects are small and do not follow any regular pattern with respect
to trans effects.
Tucker and co-workers have shown that cis effects can be more important than trans effects when comparing groups of nearly equal trans
effect.16 I n substitutions in the chloroammine Pt(I1) complexes, it was
found that the difference in the cis effects of NH3 and C1- (NH3 > CI-)
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is larger than their trans-effect difference (C1- > NH3). Therefore, the
cis ligands determine the relative substitution rates in these con~plexes.

Steric Eflects
The first compelling experimental evidence for associative activation in
square-planar substitution was the demonstration of large rate effects
on blocking the entering-group attack positions above and below the
plane." The results of a study of the rates of reaction of various (cisand trans-) Pt(PEta)s(R)CI complexes with pyridine in ethanol solution
are given in Table 2-4.
T h e study shows the relative rates for zero, one, and two potential
coordination positions blocked with o-methyl groups on the aromatic
rings. Consistent with associative activation, the over-all rate decreases
sharply for both cis and trans blocking, proceeding from no positions
blocked (R = phenyl) to two positions blocked (R = mesityl).
'
Direct evidence for an approximately trigonal-bipyramidal geometry
for the transition state is the fact that cis blocking is more effective than
trans blocking. As shown in Figure 2-10 a trigonal-bipyramidal transition
state is greatly strained by cis blocking (that is, in apical positions the
blocking groups are forced closer to the entering and leaving groups), but

Table 2-4

Steric eJects in Pt(ZI) substitution
reactions a in ethanol solution

-

Ligand R

R

Relative rates
tram to

Mesityl

1

o-Tolyl

5
36

Phenyl

C1

R cis to C1
1
200
80,000

" From Ref. 17.
Actual rates for reactions with 0.0062 M py are
sec-'
as follows: cis complexes at 0"; k,b, = 8.0 X
for R = phenyl; k,b, = 2.0 X lop4 sec-l for R =
0-tolyl; k,,,, = 1.0 X 10-%ec-'
for R = mesityl;
trans complexes at 25'; k,,,, = 1.24 X
sec-' for
R = phenyl; k,b, = 1.70 X 1OP5 sec-I for R =
0-tolyl; k,h, = 3.42 X
sec-I for R = mesityl.
See footnote b, Table 2-1 for explanation of k,h, for
these reversible reactions.
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cis-blocking groups;
severe crowding of Y
and X

trans-bIocking groups;
smaller crowding of
Y and X

Figure 2-10
Effect of cis and trans blocking groubs on the stability of a
trigonal-b$yramidal transition state.

not nearly so crowded by trans blocking. The experimental results are in
co~npleteaccord with this, since cis blocking causes the relative rate to
drop by 1/80,000 from R = phenyl to R = ~nesityl,whereas trans blocking
only causes a drop of &.
Some other good examples of steric effects on the rate of planar substitution are summarized in Table 2-5. The fact that the kt path of 36Clexchange for cis-Pt(cr-pic)zClz is only ,c'i as fast as the k l path for
cis-Pt(4-ampy)2Clr in ethanol solution is strong evidence that the k l tern1
represents an associative pathway invoIving the solvent.
A very striking example of the large steric effect on the rate of planar
substitution is the comparison of the rates of reaction of pt(dien)clf and
Pt(Et4dien)clf in aqueous solution. I n the latter coinplex the four ethyl
groups on the terminal nitrogens hover above and below the plane and
block access to the central irletal. It is signijcant that the hindered complex

Table 2-5

Steric ejects in substitution reactions of P t ( I I )
complexes containing amine ligands "

Complex
cis-Pt(4-ampy) zClz
~ i s - P t ( a - ~ i2C12
c)
Pt(dien)Cl+
Pt (Et4dien) Clf

Entering
group
36~136~1BrBr-

Solvent
EtOH
EtOH
Hz0
Hz0

" Reactions at 25OC.
From Ref. 38.
From Rrf. 15.
'' At 80"; k l is very small at 25O; from Ref. 62.

kl

X lo6, sec-'
11.0
0.48 b
100
8.5
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reacts several orders of magnitude slower than the unhindered one. Apparently,
both k l and k 2 terms are drastically affected, once again strongly suggesting
an associative mechanism for unhindered systems. Indeed, there is no
k 2 term in the reactions of entering groups with P t ( ~ t 4 d i e n ) ~ l +which
,
indicates that there is no mechanism of a type available, and the rate of
8.5 X low6 sec-' probably represents a dissociative process. We thus
estimate that for unhindered pt(dien)clt the associative reaction with
solvent water is faster than the dissociative path a t 25' by a factor of a t
least lo4.

Leaving Group
I n the final section on rate effects due to ligands in the complex, we
take up the importailt effect of the leaving group. A fairly extensive study
of relative leaving-group rates has been made, utilizing the reaction 34 of
Eq. (2-4). I n this case the three other coordination positions are rendered

+

P t ( d i e n ) ~ + pyridine -+ ~ t ( d i e n(py)
) 2f

+ X-

(2-4)

inert by using the strongly cosnplexing dien ligand, and the entering
ligand is always pyridine. Thus, the rate effect of only one variable, X-,
is investigated. The rates in aqueous solution obtained from reaction
(2-4) are given in Table 2-6. The order of decreasing rates is NO, >
HzO > C1- > Br- > I- > N a > -SCN- > --NO, > CN-.

Table 2-6

Rates of dgerent leaving
groups for reactions in water at 25' a

Pt(dien)X+

+ py

-+

Pt(dien) (py) '+
Leaving group X
NO,
Hz0
C1BrIN,
SCNNO,
CN" [py]

kobs

+ X-

X lo6, sec-I

Reaction very fast
1900
35
23
10

0.83
0.30
0.050
0.017

= 0.0059 M; from Ref. 34.
For 0.005 M pyridine; from Ref. 20.
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First we note that there is a substantial difference in the relative rates
of different leaving groups. This indicates that a considerable perturbation of the M-X bond occurs in forming the transition state, at least in the
complexes with strongly bonded leaving groups. I n this connection, it is
significant that the order of labilities parallels the order of aqueous solution
instabilities of these comdexes: that is, we have:
rates:
formation
constants:

Pt(dien)1+

< Pt(dien)Br+ < Pt(dien)Cl+

Pt(dien)1+

> Pt(dien)Br+ > Pt(dien)Cli

j ~ l s o ,it is interesting to note that the leaving groups high in the trans/effect series are very slowly replaced. This is consistent with the combined
$8-and T-trans-effect theory, since the theory suggests that good trans-effect
jgroups will be strongly bonded to the metal. However, the reversezged

derived from strong a interaction with a Pt Gh, orbital, but more likely
from good Pt(5d)-OH a bonding. Good a bonding t ~ ~ ~ ~ vo ra m~ l cs _ e
does not result-in a trans
-- effect.
---- Another poor trans labilizer that is a n
inert leaving group is NH3. I n the reaction of Pt(NH3);+ with 15NH3,
no exchange was observed after 217 d a y s . 4 5 ( ( ~conclude
e
that an approximately trigonal-bipyramidal transition state is relatively high energy when
ligands such as OH- and NH3 occupy one or more positions in the trigonal
plane.
2-4

EFFECT OF THE ENTERING GROUP ON THE RATE

One of the most important requirements of an associative mechanism
is that there be large differences in the reactivities of different entering
groups. Numerous investigations 1 6 , 1 9 . 2 0 . 22-24, 33, 47, 77-79, 82, 8 3 have
established that this is indeed the case in square-planar Pt(I1) substitutions. Values of the second-order rate constant in aqueous solution for
reaction l 5 (2-5) are given in Table 2-7. The order of ligands in decreas-

ing kz values is S C ( N H Z )>
~ SCN- > I- > N, > NO, > py >C1- >
OH- for this substrate.
A thorough study of reactions of different ligands with several substrates, especially trans-Pt(py) ZCl2, in methanol solution has been reported.22 The kz values are summarized in Table 2-8. For trans-

Square-Planar Substitutions

Table 2-7

Second-order rate constants
for substitution reactions of ~t (dien)B r f in
water at 2 5 O a

OHCIIPY
NO,
N,
SCNSC(NHz)2
a

0
8.8
2300
33
37
77
4300
8300

From Ref. 15.

Table 2-8

Second-order rate constants for
substitution reactions of trans-Pt(py) zClz
complexes in methanol at 30' a

MeO36c1NH3
PY
NO,

N,
NHzOH
N2H4
BrC6H5SN

so;I-

SCN4
SeCNC+jHsSSC(NHd2
Q

sz0;a

kl(Me0H) = 1 X

sec-'.

From Ref.

22.

Estimated from data on tran~-Pt(pip)~Cl~.

.
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P t ( p ~ ) ~ Cwe
l ~have
,
the reactivity order S20:- > SC(NH2)2, C6H5S- >
SeCN->> SO$- > SCN- > I- >> C6H5SH > Br- > N2H4, N H 2 0 H >
N, > NO, > py > NH3 > C1- > MeO-.
Combining these two detailed studies with semiquantitative observations of the reactivities of CO, C N , C2H4,s3and PRQin planar substitutions, we estimate the average reactivity order of Figure 2-11 for a representative group of ligands. The
----- average ligand-reactiivity order b a r s a
remarkable resemblance to the trans-eThus a good trans

intermediate, since the trans group and@ entering group are in similar positions
with respect to the leaving group in the trigonal plane. Whatever stabilization
is imparted to the approxi~natelytrigonal-bipyramidal transition state by
a ligand in trans position can also be imparted to some extent when the
ligand is in the entering-group position.
A particularly revealing study of entering-group rates involves the
substrate ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ ~which
i + , is presumed to be an intermediate in the
k l reaction of Pt(dien)~r+with different Y ligands.
To be consistent with the observed first-order term, P t ( d i e n ) ~ ~ ; +
is required to react much faster with Y ligands than the observed k l rate.
The results given in Table 2-9 show that this requirement is met for every
ligand studied. The entering-group reactivity order in aqueous solution with respect to ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ ~
as;substrate
+
is I- > SCN- > Br- >
C1- > NO, > py. Notice that NO, occupies a n unusually low position,
an interesting fact which will be discussed later.
The very striking, high reactivity of OH- with ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ ~
is i +
expected, since in this case no Pt-OH2 bond breaking is necessary, just a
rapid proton transfer. Recall that in every case studied in aqueous solution, the rate of replacement of a leaving group by OH- in a Pt(I1) com-

>

CO, CN, 11 , PR,
C\
"
/

SC(NH2)2,SeCN-

Br-, Ns, NO;, py, NH3, C11

Figure 2-11

>

SO:-, SCN-, I-

)OR-

0.1 ?

Relative reactivities of dgerent entering groups.

>
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Table 2-9

Substitution of water in P t ( d i e n ) ~ H i + by
various entering groups in aqueous solution at 25' a
Entering
group
conc, M

Entering
group

Cl1NO,
SCNOH-

Reactivity
relative to
Pt(dien)Brf

X lo2,
sec-l

!fobs

0.53
3.9
0.090
1.45

50
50
30
20

very large

very large

0.19

100

pyridine

From Ref. 20.
Expressed as the ratio of k,b, for the aquo coinplex to k,b, for
the bromo complex, for the same initial concentrations of reactants.
a

starting complex

Y

OH2
'
L

slow

I

L

'

X+YzL-M----X

/I

I

L

./

Y

/L

4
OH2

L-bf

L/

I

OH2

/L + X

I

OH2

fast

OH2

IbL - L----U-OH%
i /L

L ---- M

L/I

Y

OH2

/i

OH2

I

OH2
+

= L-M- I /L
fa.

/i

L

OH2

l
OH2

aqua complex
intermediate

!,

L -- M----Y
L

/i
I

OH2
product

Figure 2-12
Associative square-pyramidal mechanism for square-planar
substitution; see Ref. 14, p. 188.
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plex is completely controlled by the associative reaction with solvent H 2 0
(the kl term; kg = 0 for OH-).
The fact that OH- is 100 per cent efficient in capturing Pt(dien)OHl+
in solution and a t the s a n ~ time
e
relatively inert toward ~ t ( d i e n ) ~allows
r+
a con~petitionexperiment to determine whether ~ t ( d i e n ) 0 ~ ;is+ generated in the kz path. This test is important, since a very reasonable
alternative to the trigonal-bipyrarnidal ~nechanismhas been proposed.
According to the associative-square-pyramidal rnechanis~nof square-planar
substitution, the kz path is as shown in Figure 2-12. The rate-determining step is still associative, as has been established, but the transition
state is a square pyramid, from which X dissociates to give a n aquocomplex intermediate. The aquo complex would, of course, react rapidly
with Y groups in solution to give the product. However, if ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ H ; +
is generated by this rnechanisrn and OH- is present, it will be very rapidly
and completely converted to pt(dien)OHf, which is stable and inert in
the presence of nlost of the Y reagents. According to the associativetrigonal-bipyramidal k2 path, no P t ( d i e n ) ~ H ; +is generated.
Thus, the course of reaction (2-6) in aqueous solution has been studied

+

P t ( d i e n ) ~ r + Y-

+ OH-

-+ ?

(2-6)

in
39
The results are summarized in Table 2-10. I n every case
studied the first step of reaction (2-6) is the formation of Pt(dien)~+-absolutely no pt(dzen)OHf zsforrned along the k2 path. Further, the ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ +
is formed a t its characteristic rate in the absence of OH-. T h e next step is
the relatively slow conversion of Pt(dien)yf to P t ( d i e n ) 0 ~ +a t the characteristic kl rate of pt(dien)Yt. Thus, n~echanismsof the type shown in
Fig. 2-12 involving solvent intervention along the k2 path, are clearly
not operative in these cases, and we conclude that the associative A mecha-

Table 2-10

Kinetic results of the reaction of ~ t ( d i e n ) ~with
+ dijerent
entering groups Y in the presence of OH- in aqueous solution at 25' a

Starting
complex
Pt(dien)Clf
Pt(dien)Br+

Y
BrIC1I-

--

First product,
kz x lo4

104k2
for
no
OH-

Pt(dien)Brf(50)
53
Pt(dien) If (2000) 2000
Pt(dien)C1+(9)
8.8
Pt(dien)If (2300) 2300

Final product
kl x l o 4

Independently
measured
kl x l o 4

Pt(dien)OH+(l .32)
Pt (dien)OH+(O .42)
Pt(dien)OHf (1 . 0)
Pt(dien)OH+(O .42)

1 .32
0.42
1.0
0.42

a [OH-] = 0.001-0.005
A4; from Ref. 39; k z values reported in '44-' sec-';
values reported in sec-l.

kl
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nism via a trigonal-bipyramidal intermediate (Fig. 2-1) is the best present
model for square-planar substitutions.
It is appropriate at this point to summarize the relative entering- and
leaving-group effects of different ligands for reactions in which the products
are as stable or more stable than the reactants. Probably the best comparison is afforded by reactions in which C1- and I- are the entering and
leaving groups. l 6 In the reactions of pt(dien)clf and ~ t ( d i e n ) ~with
+
pyridine, the kz values show that C1- is replaced 3.5 times faster than I-.
For the reactions of pt(dien)clf with 36C1- and I-, the k2(I-) is larger
than k2(3%l-) by a factor of 40. This illustrates the greater importance of
the entering group when AG < 0, fully consistent with an associative process.
This point will be developed further in Section 2-8.
With the results of systematic studies of the effects of trans, entering, and
leaving groups now established, it is possible to interpret the exchange
studies in which all three variables are different in comparing different
reactions in aqueous solution. For example, the first quantitative rate
study 23 in Pt(1I) systems involved the exchange reaction of PtXi- with
labeled X- (X- = CN-, I-, Br-, C1-). The order of decreasing exchange rates is CN- > I- > Br- > C1-, which is also the order of
decreasing stabilities of these complexes. Later kinetic studies have shown
that the more stable Pt[SC(NH2)2]y exchanges 2 4 much more rapidly
with 35SC(NH2)2than P ~ ( E ~ N H ~exchanges
)~+
with labeled EtNH2.
Also, recall that Pt(NH3)i+ does not exchange 45 with 15NH3over a period
of 217 days. In all these cases, the relative rates are determined by the
combined entering-group and trans-group effects; that is, CN- > I- >
Br- > C1- and SC(NH2)Z > EtNHz or NH3. A study by Teggins and
Milburn 36 has demonstrated that ~ ~ 0is ;a poor entering group for the
substrates Pt(C2O4);- and t r a n ~ - P t ( N H ~ ) ~ CAl ~combination
.
of low
entering- and leaving-group reactivity and weak trans-effect explains the
unusually slow exchange observed for the system Pt(C204);--CzOi-.
The reaction of tran~-Pt(PEt~)~(H)Cl
in DzO to give trans-Pt(PEt3)z(D)Cl is strongly catalyzed s2 by DC~(D+,Cl-). A novel substitution
pathway has been suggested 82 involving both Df and C1- as entering
groups to form a Pt(1V) intermediate, Pt(PEt3) z(H) (D)C12, followed by
loss of H+
C1- to give the product. Studies of this type are important
since hydride complexes are believed to be intermediates in certain
homogeneous hydrogenation reactions catalyzed by transition metal
complexes.85

+

2-5

SOLVENT EFFECTS

The solvent dependence of the reaction rates of Pt(I1) complexes
provides another test of the suggestion of associative activation involving solvent for the kl term in the rate law. The exchange reaction
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(2-7) has been studied

38

in several different solvents. The results are

summarized in Table 2-1 1. It was found that the kl term is important
in solvents that are capable of good coordination with Pt(I1); the order of
increasing k l is R O H < HzO, M e N 0 2 < DMSO. In addition, a very
recent study 79 gives kl(DMS0) >> kl(Me0H) for the tran~-Pt(PEt3)~C12
complex. The fact that the k l values are larger for DMSO than for H 2 0
or MeOH strongly supports the interpretation of an associative mechanism
involving solvent, and is inconsistent with a dissociative mechanism in
which bond-breaking of the leaving group is more important than bondmaking with a solvent molecule.
I n solvents that are expected to be poor entering groups, the kz term
for reaction (2-7) is more important. Solvents in this category include
C6H6, CC14, t-C4H90H, (Me)2C0, and EtOAc. The rates of Pt(I1)
substitutions discussed in previous sections were examined in protic solvents, principally water and ethanol. Thorough studies of the k2 path in
aprotic solvents are needed, since the exact role of solvation in the ground
state and in the transition state is an important unknown a t the present
time. I n studies of substitution reactions at saturated carbon, for example,
the entering-group rate order in protic solvents is I- > Br- > Clq but in
certain cases in acetone 76 and DMF the order reverses (Cl- > Br- >
I-). I n the case of trans-Pt(PEt3)2C12 as substrate, Belluco and coworkers have shown 7 9 that the entering-group rate order of I- > Br- > C1is maintained in acetone, DMSO, and methanol, in spite of the fact that
C1- becomes more reactive relative to I- (by a factor of about 60) in going
from methanol to acetone. These data are in Table 2-1 1. Similar results
have been obtained by others.I7 From these initial results it is apparent
that the change in solvation of the entering group from the ground to the
transition state is of less importance than the nature of the entering group
itself in determining the rates of Pt(I1) substitutions, consistent with strong
associative activation. The much larger importance of solvent (relative
to entering group) in determining the rates of halide substitutions for
certain saturated-carbon substrates indicates for these systems a model in
which the mode of activation has considerably less associative character
than in the Pt(I1) case.

2-6

EFFECT OF CHARGE ON THE COMPLEX

Martin and co-workers have provided probably the most conclusive
evidence for an associative solvent path, which is the lack of a large
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Table 2-11

Solvent efects in P t ( I I ) substitution
reactions a

+

t r a n ~ - P t ( p y ) ~ C l ~R3%l S
trans-Pt(py)z36Clz
Solvents in which the
reaction is independent
of [R3%1]

+RCl

k1 X lo5, sec-l

H2 0
DMSO
MeNO
EtOH
n-C3H70H
Solvents in which the
reaction depends on [R36C1]

k2, M-I sec-'

ccl4
CeHs
rn-cresol
t-C4H90H
EtOAc
MezCO

DMF

Y

MezCOd

DMSOe

MeOH f

1.5
16
230
180
40,000

0.7
5.8
160
246
15,200

0.03
0.93
263
371
very large

-

C1Br-

ISCNSC(NH2)2

a R = n-octadecylbenzyldimethylammonium; t =
25°C; from Ref. 38.
The k~ value refers to the corrected rate for free
CIl- as entering group.
The kz values are for free ions as entering groups;
from Ref. 79.
i1 t = 25OC; k l < 10-%ec-'.
= 25%; kl = 2 X
sec-I.
f t = 30°C; k l = loa7 sec-'.
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Table 2-12

Effect of substrate charge on the
rates of Pt(I1) substitution reactions in water at 20' a
Complex

kl(H2O) X lo5, sec-'

PtCliPt(NH3)C1r (trans C1)
Pt(NH3)Cly (cis C1)
cis-Pt(NH3) 2Cl2
trans-Pt(NH3) zCl2
Pt(NH3) sClf

3.9
0.62
5.6
2.5
9.8
2.6

a Values of k l for the first acid hydrolyses of chloroammineplatinum(I1) complexes; from Ref. 16.

rate effect in the kl path for reactions of complexes carrying different net
charges in aqueous solution.16~2 6 ' 27 The pertinent results are given
in Table 2-12. Proceeding from P ~ ( N H ~ ) ~toc PtCli-,
~+
the kl rate stays
roughly constant; this is not consistent with a dissociative (bond-breaking) mechanism, but is reasonable assuming any associative path such as the
A mechanism shown in Figure 2-1.
There are small but significant substrate-charge effects on the k2 term
with certain entering groups. I n particular, k2(N02) is larger than
kz(C1-) with ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ as
r +substrate, but k2(C1-) is larger than kz(N0;)
with ~t(dien)OH;+ as ~ubstrate.~"These data are given in Table 2-13.
This relative decrease in the reactivity of NO, with respect to the more

Table 2-13

Effect of the nature of the substrate on the
reactivities of Cl- and NO; with Pt(ZZ) complexes
k2 X lo4, M-I sec-l
for reaction with

Complex

Conditions

Pt(dien)OHif "
Pt (dien)Brf
trans-Pt(pip) &l2
trans-Pt(py) pCl2
trans-Pt(PEt3) 2Clz "

aq. soln, 25'
aq. soln, 25'
MeOH soln, 30°
MeOH soln, 30°
MeOH soln, 30'

a

From Ref. 20.
From Ref. 15.
From Refs. 19 and 22.

C1-

1.0 x lo4
8.8
9.3
4.5
0.29

NO,

0.56 x lo4
37
20
6.8
0.27
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purely nucleophilic C1- is evidence for an electrophilic contribution
(Pt -+ NO, n bonding) to the NO, reactivity, which would be expected
to decrease as the positive charge on the cornplex increases. A related
comparison from Table 2-13 is that NO, and C1- show different relative
reactivities toward the substrates trans-Pt(pip) 2C12 and trans-Pt(PEta) zCl2.l9
Thus the ratio k2(N0,)/kz(C1-) is greater than two for the former complex and less than one for the latter. A possible explanation for this
result is that the d(n) electrons are less available for bonding with an inowing
l ~ , to Pt -+ PEt3 n bonding.
coming group in t r a n ~ - P t ( P E t ~ ) ~ C
Thus, the effect is similar to increasing the positive charge on the conlplex,
adding to the evidence for a contribution of an electroj~hilicnature to the
reactivity of NO, in planar substitutions.

2-7

THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS

Very few detailed studies of the effect of temperature on the reaction
rates have appeared for planar substitutions. Table 2-14 sunlmarizes
values of AH: and ALPf for sonle representative reactions. In all cases
studied the AS: values are negative. I t is interesting that the reactions
involving the two good entering ligands, I- and SC(NH2)2, have the
smallest A H f values in the group.

Table 2-14

Thermodynamic parameters for some Pt(II) suhstitution reactions in water solution "

AFZf,
Complex
PtCIiPt(NH3) C13
cis-Pt(NH3)2Clz
trans-Pt (NH 3) nC12
Pt (NH 3) 3C1+
Pt(dien) Clf
Pt(dien) C1+ "
Pt (dien) C1+
trans-Pt(PEt3) zCl2
trans-Pt(pip) zClz

Entering group kcal mole-'

"

1-

SC(NH2)2

NO,
NO,

Leaving group is C1-.
From Ref. 16 and papers cited therein.
From Ref. 87.
" From Ref. 64.
a

AS$, eu
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2-8

EVALUATION OF THE MODEL AND EVIDENCE FOR AN A PROCESS

We remark a t the outset that it is now established beyond reasonable
doubt that the intimate mechanism of square-planar substitutions is the
a type; that is, the energy of the transition state is profoundly affected by
the nature of the entering group. We must now take up the question of
whether the square-planar Pt(I1) substitutions are better designated as
A or I, processes. The theoretical arguments presented earlier lead to the
conclusion that planar ds substitutions are ideal cases for a n associative
mechanism involving a five-coordinate intermediate; that is, the A process.
Careful study of the kinetic plot kOb, versus [Y] is needed to suggest
cases where the five-coordinate intermediate of a n A mechanism is
definitely involved. Haake has reported 36 that the reaction of cisPt(NH3)2(N02)CIwith NO, in aqueous solution does not strictly obey
the general rate law. This suggests that the five-coordinate intermediate
Pt(NH3)2(N02)2Cl-builds up during the course of the reaction. However, it has been shown l6 that efficient capture of the aquo-complex intermediate of the " k l path" by the leaving anion can cause such rate effects.
The general problem of the possible accumulation of a five-coordinate
intermediate desperately needs thorough study.
There is a compelling reason to believe that further kinetic investigations will establish many A processes in square-planar substitutions. Let
*I,
us focus on an associative exchange reaction, for example, PtIiwhere the plot of free energy versus reaction coordinate must be symmetric.
As shown in Figure 2-1 3, there are two possibilities, depending on whether
the detailed mechanism is A or I,. I n the A process, there is a minimum
in the curve corresponding to a symmetrical (D3,) trigonal-bipyramidal
intermediate, and the two maxima represent distorted (unsymmetric)
trigonal-bipyramidal structures. I n the I, process, the symmetric trigonal bipyramid is the highest-energy structure and is the transition state.
However, the available evidence supports the postulate of an intermediate,
since there are several stable trigonal-bipyramidal ds ML5 complexes.
The most important one to cite in our discussion here is [(C6H5)3PMe]3[Pt(SnC13)e], the one example 66 of a stable trigonal-bipyramidal Pt(I1).
complex containing monodentate ligands (it has D3h symmetry in the
PtSn5 part). Apparently, the strong r-acceptor nature 66 of SnC1,
stabilizes the trigonal-bipyramidal structure, consistent with the formulation of the a-trans effect. I t seems reasonable to assume that the process
Pt(SnCl3);SnC13 -+ pt(SnCl3);- requires some activation energy,
in which case the A reaction curve in Figure 2-1 3 is appropriate. A very
worthwhile experiment would be the isolation of a compound containing
square-planar Pt(SnC13):-, which would establish that both the square-

+

+
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distorted (unsymmetric) trigonal
bipyramidal transition state
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trigonal bipyramidal PtXs
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Figure 2-13
Plots of free energy vs. reaction coordinate for the associative
exchange reaction P t X 4
*X
Pt*X*
X : ( a ) I, mechanism; ( b ) A
mechanism.

+

+

planar and trigonal-bipyramidal structures correspond to minima in the
potential-energy surface.
The validity of the A mechanism of Figure 2-1 is certainly strongly
suggested by the impressive correlation of a wide variety of substituent
effects based on a process that proceeds through an approximately
trigonal-bipyramidal transition state and a trigonal-bipyramidal intermediate. Intimate analysis of the five-coordinate transition state shows
that the three ligands that occupy the trigonal plane in the trigonal
bipyramid may take advantage of certain a- and T-bonding possibilities
which are substantially changed from the ground-state square-planar
complex. O n the other hand, the bonding situation of the two apical
ligands is not appreciably different from the ground-state complex. Thus,
the assumption of an approximately trigonal-bipyramidal geometry for the transition
state correctly predicts relatively large substituent effects for the ligands in the
trigonal plane (the trans, entering, and leaving groups) and relatively small ejects
for the apical ligands (the cis groups).

LIGAND SUBSTITUTION PROCESSES

Trans and cis effects alone cannot decide whether the I, or the A model
is more realistic for square-planar substitutions. However, a comparison
of the observed entering- and leaving-group effects with the trans effect is
entirely consistent with the existence of the five-coordinate intermediate
of an A process. The fact that powerful trans-labilizing and entering
groups such as I- and CN- are replaced much more slowly than poorer
+
shows
trans and entering groups (such as C1-), in ~ t ( d i e n ) ~complexes,
that in these cases the trigonal-bipyramidal transition state must necessarily be quite unsymmetric. Specifically, these experiments show that
appreciable stretching of the Pt-CN bond has developed in the transition
state when CN- is a leaving group, but to understand the trans effect in
our model, the Pt-CN bond is required to be rather firm in the transition
state when CN- is a trans group. I n short, in comparing CN- as a leaving
group with CN- as a trans group, it appears that a leaving CN- is less
firmly attached than a trans CN- in the trigonal plane of the transition
state. The model that best accounts for this observation is an A process,
with two maxima and one minimum (the intermediate) in the free-energy
versus reaction-coordinate profile. We emphasize that, of the two model
pathways, it is the A path alone that consistently goes through an unsymmetric
trigonal-bipyramidal transition state. We postulate here that the transition
state lies before the intermediate (formation of the trigonal bipyramid is
rate-determining) for substitutions in which the entering group is higher
than the leaving group in the trans-effect series, and after the intermediate
(dissociation of the trigonal bipyramid is rate-determining) if the reverse
is true. The former situation is illustrated by reaction (2-8) and the latter

situation by the forward reaction (2-9). The two model free-energy

profiles for an A process are shown in Figure 2-14.
I n searching for kinetic evidence for a five-coordinate intermediate,
one should choose the reaction direction that gives greater importance to
the dissociation of the leaving group in reaching the transition state. Two
reactions that are obvious candidates for detailed kinetic investigations
are (2-9) and (2-10). That is, it would be instructive to examine these

reactions in the direction in which it is the dissociation of the assumed
trigonal-bipyramidal intermediate that is rate-determining.
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Pt

/c1

\I

Pt\
\

'I

/ Cl
/

Pt-C1
Pt-I

+ Cl-

+ I-

Figure 2-14
Free-energy profiles for an associative A process: ( a ) Suggested
projile for the reaction pt(dien)If
Clpt(dien)Clf
I-. The dien
group is left out. In the forward direction, the transition state is formed after the
intermediate. Considerable Pt---I bond dissociation has developed in the transition state. ( 6 ) Suggested profle for the reaction ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ l + C N Pt(dien)CNf
Cl-.
The dien group is left out. In the forward direction,
the transition state is formed before the intermediate. Relatively very little Pt-Cl
bond dissociation has developed in the transition state, although the Cl- group has
"moved" to allow the Pt---CN bond to develop.

+

+
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Recent evidence for an unsymmetric five-coordinate transition state
comes from the observation that the reactions of trans-Pt(pip)2C12 with
NO, and 36C1- in methanol solution are catalyzed by nitrous acid and
boric acid. I n these cases there is an additional term in the rate law
which has the form ka[complex][Y][acid]. Presumably, one molecule
of acid, bound in some fashion to the complex, is able to lower the energy
of the transition state and promote the entry of a group Y. I t should be
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noted that the postulated unsymn~etricfive-coordinate transition state in
the A model pathway may have some free space in the "trigonal" plane
between the leaving group and the trans group (refer to Fig. 2-14) for
coordination to an additional group. Weak bonding of a a acceptor
molecule such as HNOz or H3BO3in this transition state is the suggested 7 8
mechanism of catalysis. The intermediate in both the catalyzed and
uncatalyzed substitution reactions involving "cIwould be the symmetric trigonal-bypyramidal complex trans-Pt(pip) &IT.

2-9

SUMMARY O F Pt(l1) SUBSTITUTION REACTIONS

The major activation process of square-planar substitution reactions is
associative (a). The assumption of an A mechanism via a trigonalbipyramidal intermediate is able to account for all the evidence available
at this time. The main evidence for the associative-trigonal-bipyramidal
mechanism for the kz path is as follows:
1. a unified interpretation of substituent effects based on the model of
an A process;
2. the large decrease in the rate observed on blocking the attack
positions. I t is found that cis blocking is more effective than trans blocking;
3. the large entering-group effect which closely parallels the trans-effect
order of ligands;
is +formed during the reaction
4. the observation that no ~ t ( d i e n ) ~ H
of P t ( d i e n ) ~ r +with Y - in the presence of OH-, showing that there can
be no intervention of the solvent along the kz path.
The main evidence for the associative-trigonal-bipyramidal mechanism
involving solvent as reagent in the kl term is as follows:
1. the large decrease in the kl rate on blocking the attack positions in
several Pt(I1) complexes;
2. the observation that the kl rate is relatively insensitive to changes
in the net charge on the complex;
3. solvent-effect experiments that show good coordinating solvents enhance the kl term. For example, kl(DMS0) > kl(Hz0) in reactions
with PtA2C12complexes.

2-10

OTHER CENTRAL METAL A T O M S

The substitution reactions of square-planar complexes containing
central metals other than Pt(II) have been relatively little studied, but
the few studies available indicate that the principal rate effects established
in Pt(I1) reactions also apply to other square-planar systems. Thus, we
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shall not discuss these cases in detail, but instead indicate some typical
results.
P d ( I I ) ,Ni(II)
In general, the square-planar complexes of Pd(I1) and Ni(I1) are much
more labile than analogous Pt(I1) complexes. This is probably because
Ni(I1) and Pd(I1) are able to add a fifth group more easily than Pt(I1).
Axial interactions in solution are quite common in these cases. Very
few good comparisons are available, but, allowing for temperature differences in certain cases, the results given in Table 2-15 indicate that the
relative reactivities of analogous Ni(II), Pd(II), Pt(I1) complexes are
approximately 107-8:105-6: 1. I t is probable that substitutions in the
square planar Ni(I1) and Pd(I1) complexes proceed by an A mechanism,
considering the numerous examples 75 of stable five-coordinate complexes
containing these central metals.
A particularly interesting rate study 8 V s of the sterically hindered
complex pd(Et4dien)Clf. I t has been found that ~d(Etddien)Cl+has a
reactivity pattern in aqueous solution that is the same in gross features as
the reactivity pattern of typical six-coordinate Co(II1) complexes. Thus
~ d ( ~ t d d i e n ) C reacts
l+
with Br- and I- at a rate independent of the concentration of the entering group. The only reasonable conclusion is that

Table 2-15

Rates of reaction of analogous Pt(ZZ),
Pd(ZZ), and Ni(ZZ) complexes at 25' a

Complex

[py], M

trans-Pt(PEt3)z(o-tolyl)Cl
trans-Pd(PEta)z(o-tolyl)Cl
trans-Ni (PEt ,) (a-tolyl)C1
a

Pyridine as entering group.

* From Ref. 34.

Rate at 80'; from Ref. 62.
From Ref. 86.
From Ref. 17.
f Rate at -40';
from Ref. 17.
g Rate at -65';
from Ref. 17.

Solvent

EtOH
EtOH
EtOH

k,b,,

sec-I
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an associative pathway is not available and a mechanism involving dissociative activation is operative. The rate of the base-hydrolysis reaction
of ~ d ( ~ t ~ d i e n )depends
c l + on the concentration of OH-. Since the usual
associative solvolysis pathway is presumably not available for reaction of
pd(Et4dien)c1+ with OH-, it chooses instead the conjugate-base-type
mechanism common in octahedral substitutions (see Chapter 3). Strong
evidence in support of this conclusion is the fact that ~ d ( ~ e E t ~ d i e n ) ~ l +

\
which has a central

\

N-Me

group instead of a central N-H

/

group,

/

reacts with OH- at a rate independent of [OH-].
A study of the entering-group effect in Pd(I1) substitutions has been
carried out 67 for the substrate Pd(acac)z in aqueous solution. Although
the detailed mechanism is fairly complicated, the relative reactivities of
different entering groups decrease in the order SCN- > I- > Br- >
C1- > HzO, OH-. This is the same order as for Pt(I1) substitutions.
Rate studies with OH- as entering group and Pd(dien)1+ and
~ d ( d i e n ) ~as~ substrates
~ +
have been completed.68 I n both cases,
the rates are independent of [OH-]. I t appears well-established from
these studies that OH- is a poor entering group for direct substitution in
Pd(II), as is the case for Pt(I1). The earlier rate studies 69 that suggest
OH- is a good entering group in Pd(I1) substitutions should be investigated again.
I n addition to the limited rate data available l7 for Ni(PR3)2(R)X
substrates, the reaction rates of amineoximatonickel(I1) complexes with
EDTA have been i n v e ~ t i g a t e d . ~Numerous
~
substances catalyze the
reaction, such as NH3 and CzOi-. The reactions follow the general
two-term rate law. Similar two-term kinetic behavior in the reactions of
EDTA with Ni(cysteine) i- and Ni(cysteine-methyl-ester)2 has been taken
as evidence of a square-planar structure, with bidentate S,N-donor
cysteine, for these substrate^.^^

Au (111)

,

The two-term rate law, now well-established in square-planar substitution reactions, was first discovered for reaction 70 (2-1 1) in aqueous solution.

Both the kl and k2 values for reaction (2-11) are substantially larger than
those for the 3 6 ~ 1 -exchange with PtCli-, suggesting an a mechanism
with increased bonding to the entering group in the transition state in the
Au(II1) system. As in the case of Pt(I1) substitutions, solvent water is
the initial entering group for the kl pathway.70* The reactions of
~ u ( d i e n ) ~complexes
~+
with Y ligands follow the two-term rate law and
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are faster than the analogous reactions involving pt(dien)xf, consistent
with an associative mechanism.'j3 For example, kz for the reaction of Au(dien)c12+ with Br- is l o 4 larger than k2 for the Br- reaction with
~ t ( d i e n ) c l + . I n the reactions of analogous Pt(I1) and Au(II1) complexes with various entering groups, it appears that bond making is of
more importance in the Au(II1) systems, which carry one more unit
of positive charge. Finally, it is observed that the relatzve reactivities
of both X and Y in the Au(II1) complexes are approximately the same as
the relative reactivities in Pt(I1) c0mplexes.~3
Cattalini has studied 80 the reaction of AuXC13 with Y-, where X is a
neutral leaving group in the pyridine family. The reaction follows the
two-term rate law, with the entering-group order N, > NOT > C1-.
The fact that a ligand such as pyridine is displaced before C1- in AuXC13
is very interesting and deserves further study. Recall that in Pt(py)zClz
it is always a C1- that is displaced most readily by an entering group Y.22
Rh(I), Ir(I)
The few data available for reactions of planar Rh(1) and Ir(1) complexes indicate that they react by an associative process. For example,
the coinplexes R h ( C 0 ) 2(p-anisidine)C1 and I r ( C 0 ) 2(p-toluidine)C1 undergo second-order exchange with 1 4 C 0 a t - 80' in ethanol, with kz = 2
M-' sec-' for both systems.71 I t is quite probable that these are A
processes with unusually stable five-coordinate intermediates, because the
related five-coordinate complexes Ir(P(CsH6)3) 2(C0) 2C1 72 and Ir(P(C &Is) 3) 3 (CO)H 7 3 have been isolated.
The substitution of C2D4for CzH4 in Rh(C2H4)2(acac)is extremely
rapid a t 25', whereas C2D4 does not substitute for C2H4 in (T-CsH5)Rh(CzH4)2 during a period of five hours a t 100°.74 Apparently, an
associative pathway exists for Rh(C2H4)2(acac) but not for (r-CgHg)Rh(C2H4)2. The R h 5p, orbital may not be available in (r-CsH5)Rh(CzH4)2, although the rapid 1 4 C 0 exchange in (7-CsHs)Rh(C0)2
indicates a steric factor may be more important in the former case.
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Octahedral
Substitutions

Octahedral complexes, that is, complexes with six ligands disposed at
the corners of a figure approximating an octahedron, are probably the
most common in the literature of coordination chemistry. The scope of
this chapter is thus very broad and includes a variety of electronic arrangements. But two factors are common to all octahedral systems that point
to differences between their reactions and those of the square-planar systems. First, a steric factor has been introduced. The two open faces of
the square complex have been filled by the fifth and sixth ligands. Thus,
for comparable ligands, octahedral complexes should be more crowded
and ligand-ligand repulsions should be larger. Second, octahedral complexes are not unsaturated in their a-bonding systems. The @, orbital
that is available for involvement in a bonding during the reactions of d8
square-planar complexes is already so employed in the octahedral ground
state. Theoretically, we predict at least reduced availability of a pathways in octahedral substitution. Both factors (perhaps especially the
steric factor) suggest advantages for d processes.
Fine mechanistic distinctions, such as those between the I d and D
paths, can be made only on the basis of extensive data. The lone family
of octahedral complexes for which adequate data are now available is the
Co(II1) family, notably the substituted cobalt-amine systems. These
will form the subject of the bulk of this chapter. A short section compares
the behavior of Cr(II1) and Rh(II1) complexes to Co(II1) complexes, and
a final section discusses other metals.

The detailed information available on Co(II1) complex reactions is in
large part the result of the synthetic research by the founders of coordina55
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tion chemistry. The preparative directions of Werner and Jgrgensen are
still the starting point of most efforts in this field. Of course, the modern
kineticist is interested in the very property of the Co(II1) systems that
made them convenient examples for the development of structural theory.
They are relatively inert; they react at conveniently measurable rates.
The existence of many substituted Co(II1)-amine complexes means
that a given reaction may be studied over a considerable range of similar
complexes, and the kinetic effects of appropriately small structure variations may be isolated. This is the best circumstance for development of
a detailed picture of a transition state. To interpret the effects of structure variation, detailed steric and electronic theories applicable to Co(II1)
systems must be developed. Whenever possible, these will be correlated
with available theories of the equilibrium and spectroscopic properties of
the complexes.
3-2

RATE L A W S A N D RELATED MATTERS

Examples of especially careful kinetic studies of substitution reactions
of Co(II1) complexes in aqueous solution include the reactions of azide
and thiocyanate with Co(en) ~ ( N o ~ ) c I +the
, reactions of thiocyanate with
Co(NH3) 5NOi+ and C O ( N H ~5)~ r 2 f the
,
exchange of labeled thiocyanate with C ~ ( e n ) ~ ( N c S ) and
a , the exchange of labeled chloride
with cis-Co(en) 2C1$. All the reactions were found to be first order in the
complex concentration and zero order in the entering ligand. Analogous
studies of the reactions of these complexes with water in acid solution show
that the reactions proceed in two steps. First, the original anionic ligand
is replaced by a water molecule; then, in a second step, the water molecule
is replaced by the entering anionic ligand. The first step is rate-determining. The entering anion is involved in the rate law for only the second
step (if outer-sphere ion association is ignored)."~
a result, the only
reactions for which rate constants have been obtained in acidic aqueous
solutions are the acid hydrolysis reaction [see Eq. (3-I)] and the anation reaction [see Eq. (3-2)]. In no case has the rate constant for direct replace-

ment of one anionic ligand by another been obtained. The reaction
exenlplified by Eq. (3-1) is called an acid hydrolysis because, at p H
greater than about 5, another reaction in which the entering group does
appear in the rate law becomes important. This is the base hydrolysis
reaction, exemplified by Eq. (3-3). Base hydrolysis is commonly second

+

C O ( N H ~5x2+
)
OH-

-+

C O ( N H ~ )OH^+

+ X-

(3-3)
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order, first order with respect to the complex and first order in hydroxide
ion. These three reactions have in common the property that an important participant in the reaction is a solvent molecule or its lyate ion. There is
little reason to expect that any significant number of reactions of cobaltammine complexes remain to be discovered which will require mechanistic
concepts beyond those needed for reactions (3-I), (3-2), and (3-3).
The fact that rate studies are possible only for reactions involving elements of the solvent is a serious limitation on the utility of rate laws. The
first-order rate law for acid hydrolysis may signify only that water is present in near constant concentration. I t does not reveal the role of water
in the rate-determining step. I n the anation reaction, kinetic dependence
on the entering anion has been explained in three (different) ways.5 The
simplest is the assu~nptionof nucleophilic attack by the anion and an I,
mechanism, but the D process shown in Eq. (3-4) also explains the observa-

tions. The dependence on the anion can arise from competition for the
five-coordinate intermediate between the anion and a water molecule.
If the water molecule captures the intermediate, there is no net reaction.
Thus the anation rate depends on the competition governed by the relative
values of k-l and kz(X-). A final suggestion attributes the dependence
on the anion to a pre-equilibrium step, formation of an outer-sphere complex. If the rate-controlling process is entry of the anion from the outer
sphere by any mechanism, the rate will be proportional to the concentration of the outer-sphere complex, a quantity dependent upon the anion
concentration. This path is illustrated in Eq. (3-5). Finally, the rate

+

C O ( N H ~ ) ~ O H ; + XC O ( N H ~ ) ~ O H.~.+. X-

Co(NH3)~0N[;+ .
slow
---+

. . XX-

C O ( N H ~ ) ~ X.~ .'

. OH2

(3-5)

law for the base hydrolysis process is ambiguous as a result of possible
acid-base processes involving protons on the amine ligands. (A full
analysis appears in Section 3-6 on base hydrolysis.) None of the three
reactions allows a simple deduction of stoichiometric mechanism from
rate law.
If circuinstances are favorable, there is a chance that the rate law for
the acid hydrolysis reaction will not follow simple first-order form in the
event that the mechanism is D. The analog of Eq. (3-4) may be written
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for D hydrolysis [Eq. (3-6)] and this leads to the general rate law (3-7) on
application of the steady-state hypothesis. When the anion concentration
is sufficiently small, this rate law reduces to the first-order form, but if
k-L is sufficiently large, deviation from first order will be observed as the
reaction progresses. When this deviation is small, it is sometimes possible
to study the hydrolysis rate as a function of added concentrations of the
leaving group and to detect retardation of the hydrolysis as predicted by
Eq. (3-7). Retardation by the leaving ligand, called mass-law retardation,
is a characteristic of the D mechanism, but it is sometimes difficult to
observe. Several organic chemical cases, thought to be D, show a confusing opposition between mass-law retardation and nonspecific salt
effects.= Possible examples of mass-law retardation in octahedral substitution are discussed later. Only one is well-documented. The general
problem of an ambiguous rate law remains.

If it is true that the ubiquitous participation of elements of the solvent
reduces the discriminative power of rate laws and complicates attempts to
classify reactions according to stoichiometric mechanism, it is equally true
that ubiquitous participation of water carries important implications for
the assignment of an intimate mechanism and analysis of the transition
state. We may compare the a reactions of square-planar Pt(II), tetrahedral carbon, and tetrahedral phosphorus to the acid hydrolysis reactions
of octahedral Co(II1). I n the established cases of reagent attack, there
is no parallel to the unique position of water in cobalt substitutions.
Attacking reagents that react 10"imes faster than water, or even more,
are known. Obviously, they appear in the rate laws when present a t very
low concentration. In the cobalt case no other reagent successfully competes with water. Only two possible hypotheses would leave open the
possibility that Co(II1) acid hydrolysis is an a reaction. Either water is
the best reagent for attack at Co(II1) or a conlplete lack of differences in
reactivity allows water to predominate because of its concentration advantage. T h e first possibility is unattractive because it is difficult to reconcile
with the now fairly successful theory of nu~leophilicity.~There is nothing
unusual about the water molecule either with respect to basicity, polarizability, or other measures of electron-donor ability. Adoption of the
second possibility is equally unattractive, since there is no evidence in the
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equilibrium chemistry of Co(II1) complexes to suggest that the metal is
indiscriminate in its bonding capacity. Therefore, the simplest account of
the absence of direct substitution into Co(I11) complexes rests on the
assumption that the entering group is a t most very weakly bound in the transition state and does not make a significant contribution to the activation
energy. Such a transition state is expected on d substitution paths. I n
fact, we have here repeated the defining criteria of d activation processes.
The hypothesis of d activation may be tested for its capacity to explain
rate dependence on steric effects, charge-type effect, isotope effects, effects
of the change of the leaving group, and the electronic effects of nonlabile
substituent ligands introduced into the complexes. Following sections of
this chapter indicate that the hypothesis is confirmed for a t least a limited
group of reactants in studies of each of these effects.
In the context of our hypothesis, we repeat that a persistent undercurrent in the discussion of ligand substitution in Co(II1)-ammine complexes
has divided authors into a camp which holds that it is possible to generalize
about the mechanisms and a camp which holds that each case must be
considered unique. There is merit in both points of view, and maintenance of a strict distinction between intimate and stoichiometric mechanism
helps to clarify the issue. The hypothesis of d activation is capable of explaining a very large body of data and warrants provisional acceptance as
a generalization. Conversely, there are few cases for which a definite
distinction between Id and D paths can be made. The present evidence
suggests a shift from one to the other as a function of fairly small structural
or environmental differences. Tests of stoichiometric mechanism are
urgently needed.

3-3 STERIC EFFECTS IN Co(1ll) REACTIONS

Of the variety of experimental studies of the effects of structure variation on the acid hydrolysis rate, perhaps the most simply interpretable are
those designed to alter steric effects. If crowding at the reaction site is
increased, rates of a processes should be significantly reduced. Conversely, d processes may be accelerated, since loose bonding in the transition state allows other groups room to move to relieve strain.
An important study of steric effects in reactions of the series of complexes trans-C~(AA)~Clb(AA = a bidentate ligand derived from
ethylenediamine) was carried out by Pearson et aL8 Table 3-1 contains
a summary of their results for replacement of the first chloride by water.
These results are easily understood on the basis of a d mechanism.
The only defense left to a proponent of an a process is to assign the rate
variation to some electronic effect that dominates steric effects. This
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Table 3-1

Rates offirst acid hydrolysis of
trans-Co(AA)zClt at 25OC
AA

k X lo4, see-'

H2N-CHzCH2-NH2
(en)
H2N-CH2-CH
(CH3)-NH2 (pn)
d,l-H2N-CH(CH3)-CH(CH3)-NH2

0.32
0.62
(d,l-bn)

meso-H2N-CH(CH3)-CH(CH3)-NHz (meso-bn)
H 2N-C(CH

3)

2-C (CH 3) 2-NH

2

(tetrameen)

1.5

42
330

must be done in the face of strong evidence for their steric origin afforded
by the comparison between meso- and d,l-butylenediamine. These
ligands rnust be very similar in electronic properties, but inspection of
models reveals that the methyl groups of d,l-butylenediamine are on opposite sides of the chelate ring from each other, whereas the methyl groups of
the meso form are cis and very nearly maximally opposed. Further study
of the diamine chelates shows that an even greater acceleration ( X lo3) is
associated with enlarging the ring from five to six rnernbers by inserting
another -CHzgroup. Unfavorable bond angles appear to be forced
on the six-membered ring. I t is reasonable to assume that the ring may
distort favorably in a less-crowded transition state.

3-4

THE ROLE OF THE LEAVING GROUP

If activation is not assisted by the entering group, the transition state
probably lies at a point along the reaction coordinate corresponding to
very weak bonding to the leaving group. This is because the main
obstacle to reaction without the assistance of bond formation is the energy
of the bond to the leaving group. When bonding to the leaving group is
weak, the free energy of the transition state will be insensitive to the nature
of the leaving group (except insofar as solvation is important).
The actination free energy is, of course, the difference between the free
energy of the transition state and the free energy of the ground state. The
argument above implies that this quantity should respond to changes in
the leaving group in much the same way as the free energy differencc
between reactants and products, since the leaving group in the products is
free (and solvated). A linear free-energy relationship is suggested between the activation energy AGf and the standard free energy of the reaction AGO of the form AAGf = /3AAG0,where AAG denotes the change in the
free energy quantity with change in the leaving group. Moreover, /3
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should be close to 1.0 if activation is d. A more formal development of
this conclusion is given by Leffler and Grunwald,%ho show that a linear
free-energy relation between rate and equilibriurrl energies implies a
transition state resembling the reactants if @ is near 0 and a transition state
resembling the products if /3 is near 1.0. If the structure variation for
which the relation is constructed is a leaving-group variation, resemblance
to the products corresponds to weak bonding in the transition state.
Adequate equilibrium and rate data are available for the acid hydrolysis
+ the idea of a linear relation lo
reactions of a series C O ( N H ~ ) ~ Xto~ test
between log k (k = acid hydrolysis rate constant at 25OC) and log K
(K = acid hydrolysis equilibrium constant a t 25OC; recall that log k is
proportional to AG1 and log K is proportional to AGO). Figure 3-1 shows
such a plot, using data frorn Refs. 11, 12, and 13. For this series of similar
complexes, @ = 1.O, suggesting very weak bonding of the leaving group in
the transition state. Further qualitative observations are consistent. The
+ Co(NH3) 5NO:+ undergo acid
stable complexes C O ( N H ~~) N C S ~and
hydrolysis very slowly. A general impression of a parallel between
acid hydrolysis rates and equilibria may be gained from inspection of data
on diacido-bis-(ethylenediamine)Co(III) systems and C O ( C N ) ~ X ~systems, although the available information is insufficient for quantitative

I

-1.0

I

I

0
log K

1.0

Figure 3-1
Correlation of acid hydrolysis rates with acid hydrolysis equilibria
in the system C o ( N H 3 )5 ~ 2 +at 25OC.
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treatment. One final indication of the connection between thermodynamic stability and the acid hydrolysis rate appears in the data developed by Yatsimirskii and Pankova l 4 on standard heats of formation
~ + Co(en)zX$ ions. There is a general parallel
of C O ( N H ~ ) ~ Xand
between bond energies indicated by indirectly calculated standard gas
phase heats of formation and rates of leaving-group departure. The
"stability" order given by Yatsimirskii for C O ( N H ~ ) ~ X
compounds
~+
is
NO; > NCS- > I-, C1- > Br- > NO,.
The position of iodide is
the only anomaly troubling the suggested correlation.
The correlation of acid hydrolysis rates in the Co(NH3)5X2+ complexes with thermodynamic stability may, perhaps, be given an electronic explanation using another correlation. I t is a t least interesting
to explore the fashion in which M O theory might be employed to rationalize the behavior of such a series of octahedral complexes. Rate
of loss of the X group increases in the series X = NOT < NCS- <
-OOCCH3, F- < C1- < Br- < I-. This corresponds to the spectrochemical series of the ligands l 5 in these compounds. The spectrum of
C O ( N H ~ ) ~ N Ohas
$ + the highest-energy first-visible absorption band, and
the spectrum of C O ( N H ~ ) ~ has
I ~ +the lowest. The energy of the first
absorption band, roughly speaking, is a measure of the changing difference between the highest filled n-antibonding (n*), or nonbonding, M O of
this complex and the lowest-lying a-antibonding (a*) level. This quantity
may decrease by increased interactions between filledp levels on the ligand
and filled tn, levels on the metal leading to a higher-lying n * level, or decreased a interaction leading to a lower-lying a* level (and a corresponding
higher a-bonding level). In the event that the ligand has low-lying empty n
orbitals, the difference may be increased since metal -+ ligand n interaction stabilizes the filled tz,(n) level mainly associated with the metal.
These are rough considerations. Correct analysis of the Co(NH3) 5x2+problenl requires recognition that the complexes are not strictly
octahedral, and it is not a priori obvious what is the nature of the lowest
spectral band. A detailed assignment of the spectra of the halopentammine complexes has been given.16 The conlplexes have over-all symmetry
C4,, and this causes the octahedral tz, levels to be split into an e pair and a
b z level, and the e, octahedral (u*) levels to be split into an a1 and a 61
level. If the z coordinate is chosen along the cobalt-halogen bond, the
levels of these complexes can be associated with the familiar d orbital set
as shown in Figure 3-2. In the halo complexes, where the filled p levels
of the halogens lnay interact with the filled d,, and d,, levels of the
metal, these two are a-antibonding and raised above d,, (which remains
formally nonbonding, assuming the NH3 ligands have no effective n levels).
If we assume (quite plausibly 17) that the position of the ligand in the
spectrochemical series is strongly dependent on An, the n-antibonding
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unfilled antibonding MO's

a antibonding levels

Figure 3-2

7
1

[

MO diagram for the C4v, C O ( N H ~ ) ~ Xcomplexes.
~+

z axis is chosen along the Co-X bond.

The

(Not to scale.)

orbital energy difference, a lower value of energy for the first band on
going from F- to I- ligands may be correlated with increasing n interaction, leading to a higher n-antibonding level. I t is probably also correct
that complexes containing ligands leading to high-energy bands have
negative values for An. These ligands include NCS-, NO;, and CN-,
with low-lying empty n orbitals which are very probably involved in
important d(n) --+ L(n*) interactions.
Figure 3-3 shows acid hydrolysis rates plotted as a function of the
energy of the first spectral band. The plot is assumed to closely approximate a plot of rates versus the negative of An. On the right of the
abscissa An is positive; on the left it is negative. The rate decreases with
decreasing n interaction on the right (I- > Br- > C1- > F-) because
the filled n* levels lead to a net destabilization of the complex, which is
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removed as the group is lost on going to the transition state. The rate
continues to decrease on the left as An becomes negative, because the complex is stabilized by n bonding, which must be overcome on going to the
transition state. The slope of the line drawn in Figure 3-3 is (with axes
expressed in consistent energy units) 1.3. The energy of the spectral band
changes faster than the activation free energy.
The speculations in the previous paragraphs exemplify an approach to
the theory of the lability of transition metal complexes that has enjoyed
considerable popularity recently. In common with the frequently applied
crystal jield theory, we have focused attention on antibonding electrons.
Clearly, the main determinant of the activation energy for substitution is
the energy of the u-bonding system. At the present crude stage of theoretical development, one of the best reasons for casting discussions in MO
language is that designation of the octahedral tzg and eg levels as antibonding
is a constant reminder of the important omission of the "bonds."
Since we shall return again to discussion of the role of t h e n electrons in
octahedral complexes, a digression on the rninimurn constraints on construction of empirical M O theories of octahedral substitution will be given
here as a critique of this first simple example. (Also, some attempt will
be made to consider general difficulties that arise in attempts to understand electronic effects on reaction rates.) A molecular-orbital theory
should be based on a spectroscopically validated energy-level scheme for
the stable complex. I t is very helpful if the energy levels can be identified
in sufficient detail to give some hint as to the a-bonding factor. Also,
assumptions concerning secondary factors (such as the T-bonding capacity
of ligands) should be validated fro111 spectroscopic analysis. I t is not
usually sufficient to argue from the position of a ligand in the gross spectrochemical series, since this quantity involves an entirely unknown admixture
of u and n interactions in most cases.
Once electronic factors are understood, predicted trends rnust be corrected for environmental effects (for example, solvent) before they are
compared to experiment. It may be lack of this correction that accounts
for the anomalously slow reaction of the iodo complex indicated in
Figure 3-3. Iodide is the least solvated of the halide ions in aqueous
solution.
Finally, whenever electronic effects are analyzed, it is necessary to
decide whether it is wiser to compare relative rates or activation energies.
Electronic effects operate on the energy and not the entropy of activation,
but the converse is not true. Environmental effects appear in both AS'
and AHz. Tobe et a1.18have pointed out that relative rates may provide a
more reliable basis for judging electronic effects. If solvent effects are
thought of as being at all analogous to freezing or melting water around
the reactants, thc over-all free-energy change will be near zero a t tem-
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Figure 3-3
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'

Rates of acid hydrolysis of C O ( N H ~ ) ~ X ' +
ions as a function of
the energy of t h e j r s t ligandjeld spectral band.

peratures near 273°K. However, the small free energy will result from
cancellation of larger enthalpy and entropy terms. Thus, contributions
to heats of activation arising from solvation effects are expected to be
larger than contributions to free energies of activation, and free energies of
activation may follow trends of electronic effects more closely.

3-5 EFFECTS OF CHARGE AND CHELATION
The effect of the over-all charge on the complex is easily predicted for
D or Id mechanisms. If there is a large amount of bond breaking in the
transition state and the leaving group is developing a negative charge, increases of the over-all positive charge on the complex should increase the
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activation energy and thus reduce the rate. I t is more difficult to predict
the effect of charge on a processes. Increasing charge would probably
facilitate nucleophilic attacks, but perhaps the charge effects would be
small. Charge effects are small in reactions a t Pt(I1). I t is also difficult
to be sure one is measuring effects due to over-all charge on the complex,
since each change of charge is produced by replacement of one ligand by
another, a process that must produce changes in covalent bonding within
the molecule in addition to the change of over-all charge. Thus it is
probably wise to argue for a charge effect only if the effect can be demonstrated using a variety of ligand changes involving ligands of differing
electronic types. Data are presented in Table 3-2 which show the role of
charge in some acid hydrolysis reactions.
Examination of Table 3-2 shows that the charge effect in these acid
hydrolysis reactions is of an order of magnitude of l o 2 to lo3. The rate
of substitution decreases as the over-all charge increases. This is fully
consistent with expectation if the reactions are d but difficult to explain
if the reactions are a. Defense of an a mechanism for any of the reactions
would probably require the view that Table 3-2 displays electronic effects
of ligand changes and not charge effects.
Another effect, apparent in Table 3-2, which deserves mention is the
chelation effect observed on going from the ammine complexes to the

Table 3-2

Complex

Rates of acid hydrolysis of Co(Zll) complexes
rejecting uariations of charge
Ligand
replaced

Rate constant,
sec-'
6.7 X
2 . 2 x lo-"
"very fast"
1.8

x 10-3

t, O C

Ref.
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ethylenediamine complexes. This change produces a reduction in rate.
This is most probably a solvent effect. The organic groups tend to break
up the solvation shell of the complex, whereas the complex makes greater
demands on solvation on going to the transition state with separating
charges. Thus factors contributing to poorer over-all solvation lead to
lower hydrolysis rates. This view receives support from studies of
deuteration effects. Solubility studies 26 on C O ( N H ~ ) ~ Cin
I ~H
+ z 0 and
D 2 0 show that deuteration of the solvent interferes with effective solvation
of the complex. It was also shown that the acid hydrolysis rate is slower
in D 2 0 . Solvent effects of this kind are predictable using any mechanism,
but it would be interesting to see if these effects persist in nonaqueous
solvents like N,N-dimethylformamide or dimethylsulfoxide, which are
poorer anion solvents.

3-6 BASE HYDROLYSIS O F Co(lll) COMPLEXES

The reactions of the Co(II1) ammines with hydroxide, kinetically
second order, might be most simply viewed as I, processes. An apparent
problem would be explanation of the unique position of the hydroxide ion
as a nucleophile. But, it has been pointed out 27 that hydroxide ion is a
privileged nucleophile in aqueous solution. I t is the only one that can
penetrate the second coordination sphere of the complex by the protontransfer (Grottaus) conduction mechanism. Thus, it need not displace a
water molecule.
There is, however, a n alternative pathway for base hydrolysis which
was first suggested by Garrick 28 and has been defended by Basolo and
P e a r ~ o n . This
~ ~ alternate mechanism accounts for hydroxide acceleration on the basis of a n acid-base reaction and postulates a transition state
similar to that for the acid hydrolysis reaction. Postulation of this similarity is attractive, since many structure variations have quite similar
effects on both acid and base hydrolysis reactions.
The Garrick mechanism is illustrated for CO(NH~)
&12+ in Eq. (3-8).
The first step is a fast proton transfer from an ammine ligand to hydroxide.
The second step is the analog of the acid hydrolysis reaction and is ratedetermining. If the first step is presumed to be a t equiIibrium, the base
hydrolysis rate law becomes Eq. (3-9), where the measured second-order
rate constant is the product of the equilibrium constant for the first step

+

C O ( N H ~ ) ~ C I ~OH+

+

+

C O ( N H ~ ) ~ ( N H ~ ) CH~z+0

C O ( N H ~4) ( ~ ~ 2 ) ~Hl 2f0

slow
+

CO(NH~)
5

+

0 ~ ~ ' C1-

(3-8)
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(K), and the first-order rate constant for the hydrolysis of the conjugate
rate = ~K[CO(NH~)~CI+][OH-]

(3-9)

base of the complex ( k ) .
The mechanism implicating the conjugate base of the complex is supported by a variety of indirect arguments and by two direct and compelling
lines of evidence. The first and simplest is the behavior of complexes
lacking an acidic proton. The rates of hydrolysis of trans-dinitro-bis(2,2'bipyridine)cobalt(III) ion, trans-dichloro-bis(P,P,P1P'-tetraethyl-ethylenediphosphine)cobalt (111) ion, 30 trans-dichloro-bis(diarsine)cobalt(III)
ion, and chloropentacyanocobalt(III) ion do not exhibit the hydroxidedependent term. These results coupled with the generality of base acceleration in the complexes containing protons strongly suggest requirement
of an acidic proton for rapid base hydrolysis.
The second important group of studies concerns the nature of the entering group. The I, mechanism requires that the hydroxide ion be the
entering group, -whereas the conjugate base mechanism allows a water
molecule, or even another anion, to function as the entering group.
Hydroxide is only required in the first step of Eq. (3-8). I n aqueous
solution it is difficult to distinguish hydroxide entry from water entry
because of facile proton transfer. I t is not surprising that the first competition studies were carried out in a nonaqueous medium. Pearson and
co-workers 31 studied reaction (3-10) in dimethylsulfoxide. They found

+

trans-Co(en) 2 ( ~ ~ 2 ) ~ 1 NO,
2f

-+

trans-Co(en) z(N02)$

+ C1-

(3-10)

that the rate was first order, independent of nitrite concentration. O n
introduction of small amounts of hydroxide, the rate of chloride release
was spectacularly accelerated but the product remained trans-Co(en)z(NOz)$. Since it was shown that C O ( ~ ~ ) ~ ( N O ~ ) O
was
H +not labile
under the reaction conditions, it followed that the initial entering group
was either the nitrite ion or a molecule of dimethylsulfoxide, not hydroxide.
An ingenious experiment was devised by Green and Taube 32 to show
that hydroxide need not be the entering group in the aqueous base-catalyzed
reaction. If the reaction is run in water enriched in 180,and hydroxide
functions as the entering group, the 160/1s0
ratio of hydroxide ion should
correspond to the 160/180
ratio in the hydrolysis product, barring relatively small kinetic-isotope effects. The 1 6 0 / 1 8 0 ratio in hydroxide is
1.040 times the ratio in water, according to results for the equilibrium
H 2 1 6 0 180H- = H2180 160H-. The increase in the 160/180
ratio of the hydroxo product (compared to the solvent) was 1.0056
,
for base hydrolysis of
for base hydrolysis of C O ( N H ~ ) & I ~ +1.0056

+

+
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C O ( N H ~b~r",
)
1.0056 for base hydrolysis of C O ( N H ~NO:+,
)
and
0.9975 for base hydrolysis of Co(NH3)5 ~ 2 + . Green and Taube pointed
out that the kinetic-isotope effect is expected to favor 1 6 0 so that the factor
1,040 probably represents a minimum if hydroxide is the entering group,
and 1.000 should represent a minimum if water is the entering group.
T h e result favors water entry in all four cases. T h e common value for the
chloro, bromo, and nitrato complexes suggests that a common intermediate reacts with water in these cases, as would be the case if the second step
of Eq. (3-8) were actually a two-step D process. Fluoride, on the other
hand, appears to influence the process of water entry-a result that could
be rationalized using an I a model.
Assuming that Eq. (3-8) is a correct formulation, it is interesting to
attempt to estimate the magnitude of k in Eq. (3-9). The acidity constant of the Co(II1)-ammine complexes must be less than or equal to
and may be as low as 10-18, according to deductions from the rate of
deuterium-hydrogen exchange.33 If this is correct, k for Co(NH3)4(NH~)c~+
may be as high as l o 6 sec-l, but Basolo and Pearson give the
minimum estimate of l o 2 sec-' in their recent review.30 If we consider
that acid hydrolysis rates of related complexes do not exceed 1 sec-' [the
direct comparison is C O ( N H ~ ) ~ C which
~ ~ + , is
sec-'1, it is clear that
the conjugate base mechanism implies a large accelerating effect produced
by the presence of an NH, ligand in the complex.

3-7 THE EFFECTS OF NONLABILE LIGANDS

Adoption of the conjugate-base hypothesis as the description of base
hydrolysis focuses attention on the spectacular effect of the presence of a
nonlabile substituent in the complex, in that case NH,.
An immediate
problem is to rationalize the electronic effect of that substituent, but there
is a more general reason for considering electronic effects of ligands other
than the leaving-group effects. A satisfactory theory of their role
promises another test of the consistency of the general hypothesis concerning d transition states in hydrolysis. Hopefully, the discussion of electronic effects of substituents need not be perfectly circular. That is, the
electronic role of ligands should be at least in part predictable from
evidence external to the kinetics of octahedral substitutions (for example, spectra).
I t is important that the electronic effects of substituents be identified
by study of a series of closely related complexes. An appropriate set is
found in the cis- and trans-~o(en)~(A)x+ions, where Xis theleaving group
(Cl- or Br-) and A is a nonlabile anionic substituent. The acid hydrolysis
reaction of these ions has been studied over a wide range of A groups.
(Data for "neutral molecule" A groups are available, but these confuse the
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problem by changing the over-all charge on the complex to f 2 . ) The
first rationalization of the results assigned the role of the A groups as those
were known from organic reactions. Most simply, A groups could be
identified as electron-donating or electron-withdrawing. More subtly,
these effects were ascribed to conjugative or inductive mechanisms. The
rationale for the assignments is given by Ingold et a1.22 Figure 3-4 shows
the log of the acid hydrolysis rate constants at 25OC plotted as a function
of the nature of the A ligand, with chloride as the leaving group. The
A's are ordered from most strongly electron donating on the left to most
electron withdrawing on the right. There is a rate minimum in the
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Figure 3-4
Rate constants for acid hydrolysis at 25' in the series cis- and
trans-CO(~~)~(A)C
asI a+ function of the nonlabile lz'gand A. (Datafrom Ref. 22
except A = C N point from Ref. 28.)
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(a) lone pair donation from ligand assists
heterolytic fission of bond to leaving

group

Figure 3-5
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( b ) acceptance of electrons from Co assists

attack of nucleophile by lowering electron
density at Co center
Assistance of acid hydrolysis by nonlabile ligands.

middle, and both good electron donors and good electron acceptors appear
to increase the acid hydrolysis rate. Ingold and his collaborators have
suggested that the two-branch curve implies a dichotomy of mechanism.
According to the argument, electron-donor A ligands supply electron
density as the leaving group departs with its bonding pair, thereby lowering the activation energy for bond breaking (d processes in our notation).
Conversely, an electron-acceptor ligand reduces the electron density a t
cobalt, thereby lowering the activation energy for nucleophilic attack
(a mechanism). The conjugative behavior of -OH and --NO2 shown in
Figure 3-5 illustrates these opposite effects and the different transition
states proposed to explain acceleration in both cases.
Note that the suggested explanation of the role of good electronacceptor ligands such as the nitrite ion requires quite significant assistance from the entering group in the transition state, since the over-all
acceleration must result from lower activation energy due to bond formation. Asperger and Ingold 35 suggest that acid hydrolysis of transC O ( ~ ~ ) ~ ( N O proceeds
~ ) C ~ ~with
+ formation of the Co-OH2 bond in the
lead over fission of the Co-C1 bond (the a process). This implies a n
exception to the generalization concerning d activation and, therefore,
predicts a detectable role for the entering group.
I n a series of studies 36-38 an effort was made to detect a role for the
entering group in acid hydrolysis or related solvolysis reactions of transCo(en) ~ ( N o ~ ) c and
~ + trans-co(en) ~ ( N O ~ ) B
and
~ +in the reverse reactions
(anations) of these complexes. I n reactions in dimethylformamide, no
kinetic effect of large concentrations (10 mole per cent) of neutral nucleophiles (for example, HzO, pyridine, urea) could be found. Rates of
solvolysis by the solvents dimethylformamide, methanol, and dimethyl5 v
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sulfoxide were surprisingly similar to the acid hydrolysis rate, and the
solvolysis rates of the nitro complexes varied in the same way as those of
t r a n ~ - C o ( e n ) ~ CasI ~the solvent changed. The rate of anation of trans~ o ( e n ) ~ ( N 0 2 ) 0 ~in; +
various solvents was found to be nearly insensitive
to the nature of the anion (ion-association effects were considered). Some
of this work is discussed in more detail in Sections 3-9 and 3-10 on reactions
in nonaqueous solvents, but, briefly, these results suggest no more profound
role for the entering group in reactions of nitro-substituted complexes than
in reactions of chloro-substituted complexes. It has not proved possible to
obtain support for the "two-mechanism" interpretation of Figure 3-4.
Although the suggestions contained in Figure 3-5 are attractive because
they find precedent: in organic experience, the conflicting evidence concerning electron-acceptor substituents requires consideration of alternative
explanations of the pattern in Figure 3-4. I t would be especially interesting to see if more direct use could be made of spectroscopically validated
M O schemes to assign electronic roles. We shall begin with the "electron-donor" substituents like -OH, rather than immediately approaching
the trouble spot.
If we return to consideration of the spectra of C O ( N H ~ ) ~ X
ions,
~+ a
new difficulty emerges. In these spectra T-donor interaction in the ground
state is much larger when X- = Br- or C1- than when X- = OH- or F(the last two having very similar spectra). The better conjugative electron donor A, as judged from the kinetics, is the poorer T donor, according
to the spectra. But, the kinetically important term is the difference in
energy between the ground state and the transition state. The kinetic
order of assisting ligands is not that of the spectrochemical series but is
shifted in favor of ligands near the bottom of the nephelauxetic series.39
These are ligands that result in the smallest decrease in value of the interelectronic-repulsion parameters. Perhaps they are kinetically effective
because the large interelectronic-repulsion terms in the ground state can be
reduced by delocalization as an empty orbital is made available by the leaving group in the transition state. (This suggestion will prove useful later
in accounting for effects of the electron-donor ligands on stereochemistry
and in accounting for the smaller role they play in reactions of second and
third transition series complexes, where interelectronic-repulsion parameters are smaller.) The role of electron-donor substituents may be viewed
in large part as a ground-state repulsion that is reduced in a transition
state with a n empty orbital.
The electron-acceptor ligands stabilize the complex by T bonding
) . plausible to suggest that
(AT is negative in C O ( N H ~ ) ~ ( N O ~ ) ~I t+ is
departure of the leaving group would lead to stronger a bonds and, as a
result, a n increase in T overlap strengthening the T bonding. There is
some independent evidence for n acceptors stabilizing complexes of
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reduced coordination number. The best documented five-coordinate
Very
intermediate in Co(II1) substitution chemistry 4" is Co(CN);-.
recent evidence supports the stability of the five-coordinate intermediate
CO(NH~)~SO
An~ effect
. ~ ~ similar
~
to that envisioned here was required
to explain 41 C O exchange results in Mn(CO)5X. I t should be noted that
an important difference between these octahedral complexes and the
organic systems used for reference in generating the explanation in Figure
3-5 is that here the substituent is attached directly to the atom experiencing
substitution.
This alternative to the first discussion of A effects only elaborates the
explanation of the effects of conjugative electron donors. There is no real
conflict. But, it shows that an alternate account may be given of the effect
of electron-acceptor ligands which is consistent with the evidence for the
d transition state. We shall not attempt final adjudication of the dispute
over the role of these groups. I t is more important to make some cautionary comments on the source of this difficulty. Returning to Figure 3-4,
we see that it seems reasonable to offer a different reading from that indicated by the two lines. Perhaps the correct approach to this figure is to
consider all the rates in the shaded area similar except for small differences
which may be due as much to solvent and other environmental effects as
to electronic effects. Then the problem would be explanation of acceleration by -OH and -NH2, which is probably satisfactorily accomplished,
and explanation of retardation by -NCS, which remains a mystery. I t
is true that no simple two-branch curve can be drawn through a plot of
activation energies versus A groups.

3-8

Co(ll1) STEREOCHEMISTRY

The stereochemistry of the octahedron is richer than that of the tetrahedron. The straightforward connection between steric course and
mechanism that characterizes substitutions at carbon centers is lost in
octahedral systems. T o illustrate the richness of possibilities, the systems
with two bidentate ligands like ~ o ( e n~)( A ) x + are convenient, where X
designates the leaving group and A a nonlabile reference ligand. The
entering group will be designated Y.
The simplest case is that of a D mechanism. The D mechanism includes a five-coordinate intermediate, and the most probable geometries
are those of known five-coordinate complexes-the square pyramid and
the trigonal bipyramid. Consider first the intermediates derived from
trans-Co(en)z(~)x+shown in Figure 3-6. The square-pyramidal intermediate has an open face where the leaving group was located and is
expected to yield 100 per cent trans product by addition of the new group
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on the open face. The trigonal-bipyramidal intermediate has three
nearly equivalent directions for addition of the entering group, between
N(2) and N(4), between N(2) and A, or between N(4) and A. The two
adjacent to A yield cis products, whereas the third yields a trans product.
In the case of a cis starting material, the situation may be more complex
since cis-Co(en) ~(A)x+may be optically active. Figure 3-7 illustrates the
consequences for the two distinct trigonal-bipyramidal intermediates
derived from optically active cis-Co(en)z(~)x+. (The square pyramid
will lead to a cis product with retention of activity.)
All I and A mechanisms may be treated together, since the stereo-

(+) cis

cis inversion

cis retention

trans

cis retention

c
67 0/, cis retention
racemic cis product
33 0/, trans

Stereochemistryof D substitution in (+)cis-Co(en) z A ( X ) through
Figure 3-7
the trigonal b$yramidal intermediate.
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chemistry will be determined by the initial direction of attack of the entering group. A simple case is Y attack through any one of the edges of the
octahedron cis to the leaving group. All these attacks yield products of
the same geometry as the starting complex, including retention of any
optical activity. The result is similar to that for the square-pyramidal
intermediate. If the attack of Y is trans to the leaving group (that is, from
the "back" of the complex), complicated rearrangements are possible. If
Y is thought of as entering one of the trans edges (more probably, the group
enters through an octahedral face, but the net results are ultimately the
same and consideration of edges is easier to visualize) of the octahedron, a
group already on that edge must shift into the position being vacated by
the leaving group, making a place for Y. This process is called an edge
displacement by Ingold and his collaborator^,^^ which focuses attention on
this aspect of trans attack. The results of possible trans attacks on optically
active c i s - C O ( ~ ~ ) ~ ( A are
) X +illustrated in Figure 3-8. We see that attack
on one edge leads to cis product with retention, one leads to cis product
with inversion, and one leads to a trans product.
These examples illustrate several important general points. First, it
is clear that substantial molecular rearrangements can lead to no observable
steric change. Second, any of the mechanisms may lead to no observable
steric change. More usefully, optical inversion can occur only in the

Figure 3-8

Steric consequences of trans attacks on (+)cis-Co(en) 2(A)X.
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no edge displacement
steric change
cis

trans

DSL

no steric change
D
L$L

~

D

cis

cis

trans ;f trans

edge displacement
Relation of observable steric change in complexes of the type
Figure 3-9
CoenzAX to edge displacements. (From Ref. 42.)

case of an I or A mechanism utilizing a particular trans attack." If it
could be assumed that attacks at various edges of intermediates were deter
mined statistically, further deductions could be made for D processes, but
the assumption is probably not warranted. The nature of the groups
should have some orienting effect. Figure 3-9 shows, in general, the
complicated relationship between microscopic steric changes (edge displacements) and observable steric changes for the I and A processes.
Turning to the experimental results, the best characterized systems are
)~l~~
again the acid hydrolysis reactions of cis- and t r a n s - ~ o ( e n ) z ( ~ions
(here A need not be a n anionic ligand). The results are collected in
Table 3-3, together with some results for the analogous compounds having
Br- as the leaving group. I t appears that retention of both optical activity and the original geometric isomerism is the nearly general result.
Only in trans compounds with certain A groups is isomerization observed.
Ingold et aLZ2have offered a stereokinetic rule for these compounds:
Retention occurs unless there is a T donor A group in the trans position.
Retention is consistent with the hypothesis of d activation, if the mechanism is D and the intermediate is a square-pyramid. I t also seems
the most likely consequence of an Id process, because the leaving group is
weakly bound in the transition state (making a position available) but
probably also close enough to its original site to prevent the collapse of the
complex toward a trigonal bipyramid (which would facilitate trans
attack).
*There are a small number of interesting examples of inversion. See J. C.
Bailar and W. Auten, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 56, 774 (1934); R. D. Archer and J. C
Bailar, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 83, 812 (1961); and F. P. Dwyer, A. M. Sargeson, and
I. K. Reid, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 85, 1215 (1963). These are complicated by the
involvement of base. Probably any mechanism from Id to A would be consistent
with the available results.
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Table 3-3 a

Stereochemical consequences of acid
kydrolyses of cis- and trans-~o(en)
2 ( ~X+
)
OT 2f

X

A

cis

cis C1cis C1cis C1cis CIcis C1cis C1cis-Brcis-Brcis-NO,
trans-C1trans-C1trans-C1trans-C1trans-C1trans-CItrans-Brtrans-Brtrans-Brtrans-NO,

OHN,
ClNCSNH3
NO,
NCSNH3
NHo
OHN,
C1NCSNH3
NO,
NCSNH3
NO,
NH3

1GO
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

a

Retention of
optical activity

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

some
20

some
50
0

0
43

0
0
0

Data from Ref. 22.

Pearson and Basolo 4 3 were the first to explain the role of a-donor
ligands in inducing isomerization. I t was argued above that these ligands
accelerate acid hydrolysis by rr donation into empty orbitals. If we consider the complex to have approximate C4, symmetry with the leaving
group on the z axis, the orbitals being vacated above havep, and dzs components. For a donor orbitals in the trans position, overlap with the
vacated orbitals will be zero unless the complex rearranges to the trigonal
bipyramid. We need not be sure whether the trigonal bipyramid is a n
intermediate on a D path or not, since the rate results suggest that rr donation is already important in the transition state. A rr donor in the cis position may overlap, if only poorly, without any rearrangement.
The group with the most spectacular effects on rates, NH,, also appears to have the most spectacular effects on stereochemistry. Rearrangements are extensive in base hydrolysis reactions even in cis complexes.
The patterns have been elaborated in careful studies, especially by Tobe,
and are reviewed by Ingold et a1.44 It is probably premature to attempt
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a detailed analysis, since a new unique position is introduced in base hydrolysis, namely, the amide position from which the proton is lost. There
is no information available as to the relationship of the position of proton
loss to the A and X positions. (Recent nmr studies by Buckingham and
Sargeson 46 promise to establish which ammine protons are most labile
at high pH, and this may lead to identification of the amide site.) Pearson
and Basolo 46a have shown that the observed stereochemical results are as
consistent with expectations based on a conjugate-base D mechanism as
they are with those based on an I mechanism.44 The treatment involves
the reasonable assumptions that minimum atomic motion is involved in
reaching the intermediate and that the amide group must be in the
trigonal plane of a trigonal-bipyramid intermediate in order to take
advantage of the d orbital which is emptied by leaving-group departure. Two types of trigonal-bipyramidal intermediate may be derived
from the cis isomer of Co(en)Z(A)X (see Fig. 3-7), but only one from the
trans isomer (see Fig. 3-6). A trans product may arise only from the common intermediate, thus the rule may be formulated that the cis isomer
must never give less cis product than does the trans form.
An especially interesting study is that of the isomerization and waterexchange reactions of cis- and trans-Co(en) 2 ( ~ ~ 3 ) 0reported
~ i + by Mar~ ~conjunction of exchange data with data on stereotin and T ~ b e .The
chemical rearrangement gives some indication of the relative ease of
substitution with or without steric change. I t was found that water
exchange takes place only about 80 times faster than isomerization of the
trans complex or racemization of the optically active cis complex. These
results suggest that the substitution path without rearrangement enjoys a
significant, but not a great, energetic advantage over the path with rearrangement. One example from the literature showing the existence of a
preference for a particular attack pathway is Sargeson's report 47 that
) ~the
1 + trans form proceeds at the
isomerization of c i s - ~ o ( e n ) ~ ( 0 ~ ~to
same rate as racemization. The complex does not take advantage of one
of the pathways (see Figures 3-7 and 3-8) for racemization without conversion to the trans form.

3-9

REACTIONS IN NONAQUEOUS SOLVENTS

In the last few years, reactions of several of the cobaltammine cornplexes have been studied in some of the more polar nonaqueous solvents.
These include methanol, N,N-dimethylformamide, dimethylsulfoxide,
N,N-dimethylacetamide, acetone, and tetramethylene sulfone. These
solvents are of moderate dielectric constant, and conductance studies on
simple electrolytes have shown many to behave as strong electrolytes.
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Figure 3-10
First order rate constants for radiochloride exchange in cisC~(en)~Cl$in met/iunol at 35' as a function of the chloride ion concentration.
(Ref. 48.)

The kinetics of substitution of one anionic ligand by another are more
complicated than in aqueous solution. The entering ligand does appear
in the rate laws, but simple rate laws are not common. A good example
is the radiochloride-exchange reaction of cis-Co(en) zCl$ in methanol.
When this reaction is studied with excess chloride, the observed pseudo
first-order rate constant increases as the chloride concentration is increased
from zero, but reaches a limiting value a t about 0.02 M (Figure 3-10).
The zero chloride intercept is not zero. This behavior may be interpreted
by assuming that ci~-Co(en)~Cla
forms an outer-sphere complex cisCo(en)ZCl$ . . C1-, which reacts in a first-order process at a rate
different from the free ion. The appropriate rate law is Eq. (3-ll), and

-

rate = kl[Co(en) zCl$]

+ ka[(Co(en) ZClt)

..

-

CI-]

(3-11)
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the concentration of the outer-sphere complex would be determined by the
equilibrium equation (3-12). Thus the over-all rate is chloride-dependent

until all the complex has been converted to outer-sphere ion pair. A fit
to the kinetic data is obtained with K = 300 mole-'.
Independent conductance experiments 4 8 give K = 280 mole-'.
Figure 3-10 shows that the ion aggregate does not react much faster
than the free ion. The reaction of the ion aggregate may or may not
involve the outer-sphere chloride in an intimate way. We do not know
if the chloride that finally enters the first sphere is the one originally in the
outer sphere or if methanol enters first. The reaction of the "free" complex ion has the appearance of the methanol equivalent of acid hydrolysis,
with the same mechanistic possibilities of either a D substitution or a
solvent attack followed by entry of an anion into the solvo complex.
The pattern described for chloride exchange of cis-Co(en)zClg in
methanol is common. The results of analysis of the behavior of cisand tran~-Co(en)~CI$in methanol, dimethylformamide, and dimethylacetamide are summarized in Table 3-4, which gives rates of chloride
exchange or geometric isomerization. Reactions are seen to proceed a t
comparable rates in both "free" complex and outer-sphere ion pair. I t
is interesting that outer-sphere association constants are much smaller for
the trans isomer than for the cis.
The three solvents discussed so far form reasonably stable complexes
themselves and, after ion association is included, the mechanism problem is
analogous to acid hydrolysis. Tetramethylene sulfone, on the other hand, is
without doubt a much poorer ligand. In the reaction studied in tetramethylene s u l f ~ n eno
, ~ entering-group-independent
~
paths were observed.
First-order rate constants for water entry, thiocyanate entry, and chloride
entry into trans-Co(en2)( N O ~ ) B ~in+the sulfone solvent are plotted against
entering-group concentration in Figure 3-11. The water rate is exaggerated for visibility. Note that the absence of a finite rate at the intercept
excludes both reaction by way of a solvent-containing intermediate and
reaction by a D path as important contributors. Conversely, the chloride
result exhibiting a limiting rate suggests that the entering group dependence is
associated with outer-sphere aggregation phenomena, and this suggestion is reinforced by the observation that the water-entry rate is nearly a linear function of the water-volume fraction over the entire range of sulfone-water
mixtures. If the cation-solvating capabilities of water and the sulfone
are comparable, the volume fraction should be the determinant of the
composition of the outer coordination sphere.
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[XI
Dependence of the first-order rate constants for substitution
reactions of trans-~o(en)2 ( ~ 0 2 ) ~ ron+ the concentration of the entering group X.
The slower rates are exaggerated for visibility. (Ref.25.)

Figure 3-11

An especially interesting group of experiments concerned the anation
reaction of t r a n s - ~ o e n ~ N ~ z ~ with
H ; + N O , B r , C1-, and SCN- in a
solvent system of tetramethylene sulfone with a little water. The reactions were nearly anion-independent, except at very low anion concentration. Parallel conductance studies indicated that at least 1 :1 outersphere
complexes were formed (for example, ~ o ( e n ) ~ ( N ~ z ) O. H
. i C1-).
~
Probably higher aggregates were present (for example, Co(en) 2(N02)OHi+
- . C1;-). In these circumstances, it is difficult to assign rates for
individual aggregate species with assurance, but the raw experimental
data contained the startling result that entry of B r , NOT, and C1- took
place a t the same rate and that SCN- entered half as fast. After assignments of degrees of aggregation, it was concluded that, in the 1 :1 outersphere complexes, Br-, NO,, and C1- did indeed enter at the same rate
and that thiocyanate was slower by a factor of 2 to 4. Thus no substantial
differknces between entering groups could be observed. A similar result
over a wider range of solvent systems was later reported by Hughes and
T ~ b e .These
~ ~ last results are important, because they imply strongly
that a complex containing an NO2 group can react by an Idprocess. Despite the early interpretation of the electronic effect of a r-acceptor ligand,
it appears that strong bonding with an entering group is not required.
This conclusion has received reinforcement from a study 36 of the reactions
dimethylformamide, and methanol, which are the
in dimethylsulfox~~e,
analogs of the &id hydrolysis process, that is, the reaction involving

.
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replacement of an anionic ligand by a molecule of the solvent. The
solvent dependence of the solvolysis rate is the same for complexes containing ?r-donor nonlabile ligands as it is for complexes containing
n-acceptor nonlabile ligands. The best explanation is that both complexes involve the solvent in the reaction in the same way. That the role
of the solvent is small is suggested again by the fact that the solvent dependence is relatively small. Incidentally, it is interesting that the effect of
the A (nonlabile) ligand in t r a n s - ~ o ( e n ) ~ (on
~ the
) ~ lrate
~ of SCN-entry
in dimethylformamide for A = NO& SCN-, and C1- suggests the A
effects of Figure 3-4.37 Thus, gross A effects do not appear to be solventdependent.
In summary, once allowance is made for the enhanced importance of
outer-sphere complexing, reactions in the polar nonaqueous solvents look
very similar to those in water. An important role for the solvent as a
reactive ligand remains a feature of the chemistry. The solvolysis rates
cover a surprisingly small range, the hypothesis of dissociative activation
may be systematically applied, and it is of importance to consider Id
processes as well as D processes.

3-10 EVIDENCE FOR Id PROCESSES

In the preceding sections, we have reviewed the general behavior of
Co(II1)-ammine complexes and have emphasized the consistency of this
large body of evidence with the model of a dissociative activation process
in which the entering ligand does not participate to any large degree in
determining the activation energy. There are two distinct paths, the
Id and the D paths, which are similar in intimate mechanism but different
in stoichiometric mechanism. We must now investigate the possibility
of learning about the stoichiometric mechanism of some Co(II1)-ammine
reactions. As suggested in Section 1-6, we may expect small differences
in structure or environment to lead to a shift from Idto D. In this section,
we shall consider systems for which some definite evidence of an Id process
is discernible.
The substitution reactions of tran~-Co(en)2(NOz)Br- in tetramethylene
sulfone solution are most probably Id reactions. Figure 3-11 indicated
that there was no entering-group-independent path, thereby excluding a
D process as a significant pathway. I t might be argued that the reactions
are I,, but the subsequent experience with related compounds in the
sulfone is inconsistent with this.6 Furthermore, the simplest explanation
of the entering-group dependence follows from postulating an Id path.
There seems to be a definite reactant preassembly requirement. The
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chloride curve is certainly to be explained on the basis of outer-sphere
association, and the dependence of water entry on the volume fraction of
water suggests that water occupancy of outer-sphere positions determines
rate of water entry. Most significantly, the different outer-sphere aggregates react at approximately the same rate without regard to whether H 2 0
or C1- is in the reactive position. In the dry sulfone, chloride entry at
35OC reaches a limiting rate of -4 X
sec-' only a little below the
rate of acid hydrolysis in water, 4 X
sec-I at 25OC.
Posey and Taube 49 studied 180isotope fractionation in the Hg2+catalyzed hydrolysis of haiogenopentamminecobalt(III) complexes. This
fast removal of the halide led to Co(NH3)50Hi+ enriched by a factor
of 1.012 in 160over the
content of the solvent. This factor was found
to be independent of the leaving group, and it was argued that this implied
that the water-entry step was independent of both leaving group and
~ + a means of genermercuric ion. Thus it appeared that H ~ provided
ating the reactive D intermediate. (The fact that the fractionation faced
tors are leaving-group dependent in A ~ + -and ~ l ~ + - c a t a l ~ zreactions
shows the result to be nontrivial.) If the Hg2+-catalyzed reaction generates the intermediate of the D path, then it is interesting to compare product distributions in the Hg2+-catalyzed reaction to those obtained in the
ordinary acid hydrolysis. Sargeson 60 reports the D-cis and trans isomer
distribution in the Hg2+-catalyzed aquation of ~-cis-Co(en)~Clt
to be
70 per cent D-cis and 30 per cent trans-Co(en)2(Cl)OH~+. Figure 3-6
shows the predicted distribution from formation of a trigonal-bipyramidal
five-coordinate intermediate followed by randomized water attack. The
prediction is 67 per cent D-cis and 33 per cent trans, very close to the
experimental results. The case for an intermediate in the mercurycatalyzed reaction is strong. This is to be contrasted to the uncatalyzed
acid hydrolysis reaction which gives 100 per cent D-cis-chloroaquo-bis(ethylenediamine)cobalt(III) ion from the D-cis-dichloro complex. At
the very least a different intermediate is involved, and more probably the
normal acid hydrolysis is Id. The leaving chloride is still present in the
product-determining stage, blocking formation of the trigonal bipyramid.
A water molecule replaces chloride in cis attack. A very similar indication
of Idacid hydrolysis of Coenz(N3)t emerges from experiments of Loeliger
and T a ~ b e . ~(The
l
intermediate of the D path could, apparently, be
generated by reaction of an azide ligand with HN02.)
A final example for which evidence supporting an Id process exists is
the anation of CO(NH~)~OH:+
with halides and related ligands. The
case is complicated but perhaps exemplary of a general approach for
establishing Id mechanisms.
The first important piece of information is that equilibria of the halide
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anation processes are such that significant amounts of CO(NH~)~X'+
complexes are present at equilibrium with only modest total X- concentrations. This implies, minimally, that the rates of anation are comparable to their reverse acid hydrolyses. Let us assume, for the moment,
that the anation reaction does proceed by a D mechanism. The rate of
anation would be determined by two things: (1) the rate a t which water
is lost to form the five-coordinate intermediate and (2) the relative rate of
reaction of the intermediate with water and the anion, since reaction of the
intermediate with water leads back to the aquo complex and no net reaction. The first rate is known from study of ''0 exchange.52 Also,
rates of aquation give the rate at which the five-coordinate intermediate is
formed from the CO(NH~)~X'+
species. Using these rates of formation
of the intermediate in conjunction with the known equilibrium constant,
it is possible to compute the fraction of the intermediate that reacts with
water and the fraction that reacts with an anion. In the case of SCNanation, the percentage of the intermediate reacting with the anion should
(on this model) be at least 5 per cent at 0.1 M SCN- to 15 per cent at
0.5 M SCN-. But, we noted in Section 3-2 that Pearson and Moore
were unable to detect any (+ 2 per cent) direct SCN- entry into Co(NH3)5N02,+ or CO(NH~)
5~r'+ during hydrolysis. The entire reac+.
of a D mechanism for
tion went through C O ( N H ~ ) ~ O H ~Defense
anation requires the curious postulate that NO, or Br- somehow interfere
with the ability of the five-coordinate intermediate to react with another
anion. The D model makes explicit predictions about the reactivity of
the intermediate that cannot be realized.
In anations of CO(NH~)~OH;+
with SO:- or HzPO,, a limiting rate
is reached at high anion concentration which correlates with the formation
of the first outer-sphere complex (ion pair). This means that in three
cases we may measure the rate of ligand entry from the second coordination sphere, since from this point of view we may include water exchange
also. If the rate of water exchange is taken to be 1, the relative rate of
SO!- entry from the outer-sphere ion pair 63 is 0.31, and the rate of
entry 6 4 of H 2 P 0 4 is 0.13. In anations with SCN- and C1-, limiting
rates are not reached, probably because a second and even a third anion
may enter the outer coordination sphere.66 Using values for the first
outer-sphere association constant chosen according to the evaluation in
. . . X-/
Ref. 55, we find that when the ratio of CO(NH~)~OH;+
Co(NH3) 50H;+ is to be 10, the rate of anion entry relative to the rate
of water entry is 0.11 for chloride and 0.20 for t h i o ~ y a n a t e . ~Since
~ the
first outer-sphere association constant for SCN- appears to be closer to
the second than in the other cases, this last figure probably includes a
significant contribution from the reaction of CO(NH~)~OH;+. . .
(SCN)iW. The anation reaction may thus be developed using the model
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in Eq. (3-13), where K is the equilibrium constant for formation of the

first outer sphere complex and k is the rate constant for anion entry.
The rate constants do not differ by more than a factor of 8, and most of the
difference may be accounted for statistically. If there are eight sites in
the outer coordination sphere, only one will be the appropriate position
for replacement of the leaving water molecule. The chances are then
1 out of 8 that the X- group will replace the leaving water; the other times,
a water enters. Thus the expected anation rate for a monovalent anion is
the water exchange rate multiplied by a statistical factor, s = 0.13. If a n
anion (perhaps SO:-) can replace two water molecules in the outer sphere,
its chance of reaction should increase to 2 out of 8, and the s factor for
multiplying the water exchange rate should be 0.25. If these statistical
corrections are applied it is seen that all five entering groups react a t very
nearly the same rate. Thus, the reaction is I, since the consequences of a n
intermediate cannot be realized, and Id because the rate is insensitive to
the nature of the entering group.
(The ion association constant used for chloride in this argument is
controversial. But, a reinterpretation of its value would not seriously
affect the argument. The reaction in the [ c o ( N H ~ ) ~ o H ~ ] ~ +
- . C1outer-sphere complex would still fall far below the water-exchange rate
if the constant for formation of the aggregate were only about 1.0.)
+

3-1 1

EVIDENCE FOR D PROCESSES

The best documented example of a D process is reaction (3-14), studied

by Haim and Wilmarth.40a This system has the advantage that outersphere association constants should be very small, since the species involved
carry like charges. Equation (3-4) may be rewritten for this system as Eq.
(3-15), from which it follows that observed pseudo first-order rate con-
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stants for anation (when the anion is present in excess) should conform to
expression (3-16), according to the argument given in Section 3-2. At

40°C, ionic strength 1.0, and pH = 6.4, kFl/k2 was found to be 1.9 for
X- = N, and 2.95 for X- = SCN-; 5.15 for X- = I- and 10 for
X- = Br-. The value of kl was 1.6 X lom3sec-I. kl represents the rate
of generation of the five-coordinate intermediate from Co(CN)50Hgand should agree with the rate of water exchange in the absence of anions.
Although difficulties arose in the separation steps of 180experiments, the
rate of water exchange could be placed at the order of magnitude of
sec-l.
Halpern and Palmer *Ob have obtained similar kinetic evidence for the
intermediate C O ( N H ~ ) ~ SinOreactions
~
of Co(NH3)b(S03)(0H) and
Co(NH3)5SO$ from the role of OH-, NH3, and CN- in the rate laws.
These workers point out that the competition experiments give a n order
of reactivity of nucleophiles toward the five-coordinate D intermediates as
follows: toward Co(CN);, H 2 0:NH3:OH- = 1 :4: 6 X 104; toward
Co(NH3)4SO$, H20:NH3:CN-:OH- = 1 : l : ~102:2 X 103:1.7 X lo5.
In some of the nonaqueous-solvent work, a method of detecting D
processes has emerged that is not applicable to corresponding reactions in
aqueous solutions. The chloride-independent part of the radiochlorideexchange reaction of t~ans-Co(en)~Clt
in methanol must be either a D
process or one in which the first step is entry of methanol into the first
coordination sphere. The second alternative requires that methanol be
sufficiently labile to account for the over-all rate of exchange. If replacement of methanol by chloride is too slow, this path is excluded. Tobe has
+ claimed 4 8
recently prepared the complexes Co(en) & ~ ( M ~ o H ) ~and
that the anation reaction in methanol is too slow for the methanol-containing complex to function as an intermediate in the radiochloride exchange.
Therefore, the chloride-independent path must be D. A similar argument indicates at least some contribution of a D path to the same reaction
in dimethylsulfo~ide.4~
A technique for detecting labile intermediates that has been of considerable importance in organic chemistry is the Winstein special salt
effect.66.67 In a solvent in which outer-sphere association is pronounced,
dissociation of the leaving group may produce the intermediate of a D path
associated with the leaving group and yielding no net reaction. If, however, there is an ion present in the medium which may form an outersphere complex but is inert as far as inner-sphere complex formation is
concerned, it may equilibrate with the outer-sphere complex of the inter-
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mediate and preserve the intermediate for reaction with the solvent. A
hypothetical example is given in Eq. (3-17), where S designates the

solvent. In this example, replacement of X- with C l o y in the outer
sphere prevents the five-coordinate intermediate from recombining with
X- and allows it to react with S, increasing the observed solvolysis rate.
In organic reactions, it has proved possible to observe special salt
effects only in the least polar media in which electrolytes could be dissolved. The special salt effect may be more common in reactions of
complex ions with their larger charges and considerable tendency to
ass~ciation.~~~
In conclusion, it may not be entirely foolhardy to venture some speculation about the factors leading to D as opposed to Id substitutions. First,
some ligands whose electronic effects stabilize the five-coordinate intermediate are probably required. This may mean either a good n-donor
or a good n-acceptor group. Second, the less reactive the solvent the
better unless it becomes so poor as not to solvate the intermediate effectively. Third, as Haim and Wilmarth observed, the complex with a n
over-ail negative charge may be solvated in such a way that the solvent
molecules are not properly oriented for entry. An Idreaction might then
require substantial reorganization of the outer sphere, in which case entry
of a ligand from outside is almost equally probable.

3-12

ACID-CATALYZED PROCESSES

The "acid hydrolysis" reaction described above is normally pH-independent once the solution is sufficiently acid to make base hydrolysis
negligible, but there are some examples of genuinely acid-catalyzed
F ~acid-dependent,13
+
reactions. For example, hydrolysis of C O ( N H ~ ) ~ is
presumably because of the pre-equilibrium shown in Eq. (3-18). Proton-
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ation of the leaving-group functions to increase its lability. Similar behavior is found for systems such as Co(NH3)5COt, C o ( N H 3 ) 5 0 ~ 0 ~ + ,
and Co(en)aF$. I n each case, it is quite plausible to assume that the
leaving group is being protonated. This type of acid catalysis is related
to the catalysis of halide loss by Hg2+, A ~ + ,and TI+ mentioned above.
There is another form of acid catalysis possible for chelated compounds and that deserves mention, although it is easier to give a n illustration that is not a Co(II1) complex. The effect of acid on Fe(bipy):+
hydrolysis is thought to be the result of operation of mechanism (3-19)."
H20

H+

+ Fe(bipy) ;+

+ Fe(bipy)z(bipy -)OH:+

;",Fe(bipy) 2(bipy -)OH:+

Fe(bipy)2(bipyH)OHi+
-+

(3-19)

hydrolysis

In this case, protonation prevents the chelate group which is half dissociated from returning to the bidentate form and thereby encourages hydrolysis. I t is expected that a t some acid concentration the half-dissociated ligand would be -100 per cent protonated and that the rate would
reach a limit. In the example, this limiting rate is observed above
-1.5 M acid.69

3-1 3

SUMMARY OF Co(lll) SUBSTITUTION REACTIONS

The major mechanism of substitution a t Co(1II) centers in acid solution involves a dissociative activation process in which the complex must
accumulate most of the activation energy without significant bonding to
the entering group. The main lines of evidence are the following.
1. The accessibility to kinetic study of only two reactions: acid
hydrolysis and its reverse, anation.
2. The systematic failure of all attempts to identify selective reagents
for attack a t Co(III), even in nonaqueous solutions.
3. The emergence of a unified interpretation of leaving-group effects,
charge effects, steric effects, chelation effects, and even nonlabile ligand
effects on the basis of the hypothesis of dissociative activation.
The major mechanism of rapid base hydrolysis involves the conjugate
base of the complex in a reaction which is analogous to acid hydrolysis.
The main lines of evidence are the following:
1. The requirement of an acid proton for rapid base hydrolysis.
2. The separability of the hydroxide-dependent step from the productdetermining step.

* (bipy-) indicates that one end of bidentate ligand is dissociated.
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Although it seems possible to generalize about the energetics of Co(II1)
substitutions, it emerges that similar intimate pathways may correspond to
distinct stoichiometric pathways. Evidence exists for pathways both with
and without a five-coordinate intermediate, D and Id.

3-14

ACID HYDROLYSIS AND ANATION O F Cr(ll1) AND Rh(lll) COMPLEXES

The Cr(II1)-ammine complexes are more difficult to prepare than the
corresponding Co(II1) complexes. I t is not yet possible to compare
analogous Cr(II1) systems with all the Co(II1) data. The halopentammines do undergo aquation with the rate decreasing along the sequence
I- > Br- > C1- >> NCSF.3> 60 The rates are about 10 times the
analogous Co(NH3)5x2+ rates. The elegant studies of rate and stereochemistry in the acid hydrolysis reactions of cis- and trans-Cr(en)zClt by
Garner and his co-workers 61-63 suggest parallels to Co(II1) in structural
effects and stereochemistry. Surprisingly, the activation energies are
almost identical to the analogous Co(II1) values.
An especially striking demonstration that acid hydrolysis and its
reverse are the only accessible reactions was provided by Jones et aL64 in
their study of anion-catalyzed hydrolysis of C r ( ~ H 3 ) 5 ~ r ~They
+.
observed that divalent organic anions (for example, o-phthalate, maleate)
catalyzed the loss of Br-. The initial product was Cr(NH3)50H2+,
corresponding to water entry. This, despite the fact that the anion
slowly replaced the OH- group to form the anionic complex a t equilibrium. The catalytic effect of the anion was proportional to the outersphere association constant of the anion with Co(NHz);+, and was,
therefore, attributed to formation of an outer-sphere ion pair. The group
that is thermodynamically preferred is present in the outer-sphere during these reactions, but water still functions as the entering group.
One way. to understand this interesting result is in terms of an Id
mechanism. The outer-sphere complex probably forms with the anion
on the opposite side of the complex from the negatively charged leaving
group. Thus, when the bond to the leaving group is broken, the molecule
in position to enter the vacancy is a second-sphere water.
There remains an interesting and extensive class of Cr(II1) complexes
whose analogs in Co(II1) chemistry are unstable. They are the derivatives of C ~ ( O H ~ ) ; + . The kinetics are familiar. There is an acid
hydrolysis reaction of C ~ ( H ~ O ) ~which
X ~ + is first order over-all. The
reactions have a term inverse in [H+] attributable to reaction of hydroxide
with the complexes to form a conjugate base (for example, Cr(OH2)5(OH)2f). The conjugate bases react more rapidly than the acid forms,
presumably as a result of the labilizing effect of hydroxide as a substituent.
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The leaving-group effect in acid hydrolyses of C ~ ( O H ~ ) ~yields
X ~ +the
familiar decreasing rate sequence 65-67 Br- > C1- > NCS-. Rates of
acid hydrolysis of cis- and trans-Cr(OH2)&ls are only about ten times
faster than hydrolysis of ~ r ( O ~ z ) s and,
~ l ~in+ contrast to the ammine
complexes, the trans isomer reacts a little faster than the cis.68
There have been important studies of the anation reactions of
C~(OH~):+,one by Hamm and his collaborators, 69 and one by Postmus
and King.67 The rate of water exchange has also been measured by the
''0 technique.70 Hamm et al. report anation of Cr(OH2)i+ by a
series of anions of organic acids. The rates are independent of the anion
concentration, probably because outer-sphere complexes have been
formed a t the high anion concentration. The rates are also pH dependent, suggesting once again the greater reactivity of the conjugate base.
But, the most interesting result is that the anation rates are independent
of the nature of the anion. Within experimental error, acetate, oxalate,
malonate, lactate, citrate, tartrate, glycolate, and phthalate all enter a t
the same rate. This is good evidence for the lack of entering-group
assistance in the anations and favors either an Id or D mechanism. Postmus and King studied SCN- entry, a slightly simpler system, since the
anion is not so basic. At low thiocyanate, they found a second-order term,
k[complexJ[SCN-1, in the rate law with k = 1.9 X
M-I
sec-I a t
25°C. They also report that the formation constant of the outer-sphere
complex between Cr(OH2);+ and SCN- is 7. Following the procedure used above, we may estimate the value of the pseudo-first order
rate constant when the ratio of the outer-sphere ion-pair concentration
to the concentration of unassociated Cr(OH2)gf is 10. The rate
constant would be -2.7 X
sec-l. The situation is unlike the
CO(NH~)~OH:+situation in that the anation rate in the 1 :1 outersphere complex is close to the water-exchange rate, instead of being substantially smaller. The factor s is only a little less than one. This could
be interpreted as indication of a D path for this reaction. If the fivecoordinate intermediate is formed, it need not simply react with the
ligand in position (determined statistically); it may survive Iong enough
to show significant preference for the outer-sphere thiocyanate over the
outer-sphere water. The alternative of a n I d process slightly sensitive
to the entering group would be less easily reconciled with Hamm's results.
The five-coordinate intermediate hypothesis appears to be supported by
Ardon's recent observation 71a that C1- may replace I- in Cr(OH2)J2+
directly, without intervention of Cr(OHz)i+, supplemented by the
observation that added I- retards the reaction. But, a careful ''0 tracer
study of this system by Moore and co-workers
has shown that iodide
has a strong trans Iabilizing effect. The apparent "direct" replacement
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of I- by C1- actually goes along the path Cr(OH2)512+-+
c ~ ( o H ~4(1)~1+
)
-+ Cr(OH2)sC12+. The stoichiometric mechanism of
each substitution remains uncertain.
Although they will not be reviewed here, mention should be made of
the extensive studies of reactions of tris-oxalatochromate(III) ion and its

derivative^.^^
One important systematic study of the behavior of Rh(II1)-ammine
complexes has been published.73 The results are extensive enough to permit comparison to Co(II1) on several points. The most important is that
acid hydrolysis and base hydrolysis are the dominant reactions. Evidence
was presented to show that the nucleophiles Br-, SCN-, CN-, SO;-,
S202,-, N, OH-, NO,, I-, C1-, thiourea, and NH3 all attack transRh(en)&lt at the same rate. No nucleophile is superior to water; the
mechanism is most probably Id or D. This conclusion is supported by
the observation of steric effects similar to, but smaller than, those reported
for Co(II1). The reduction in magnitude is expected for the larger
Rh(II1) ion. There is a chelate effect (also smaller) similar to that discussed above for Co(II1) amines. Important differences between the
Co(II1) and Rh(II1) systems emerge in that the replacement of a n amine
ligand by chloride does not lead to significant acceleration of acid hydrolysis, charge does not seem as important in Rh(II1) complexes, and the
stereochemical result of both acid and base hydrolysis of tran~-Rh(en)~Cl$
is complete retention. If the stereochemical and accelerating effects of
chloride are due to n donation which relieves electron repulsion by utilization of the orbital becoming empty in the transition state (as was argued
explicitly in Section 3-7), we might expect smaller effects for second and
third transition series metals. The interelectronic-repulsion integrals
(from electronic spectra) are much smaller for the ground-state complexes.
The reactions of the Rh(II1) ammines are a t least two orders of magnitude slower than those of Co(II1) ammines, and limited data l 4 indicate
that the reactions of the iridium complexes are even slower. The differences, however, are not nearly so large as the rate differences in Ni(II),
Pd(II), and Pt(I1) reactions.
3-15

Cr(lll) AND RELATED BASE HYDROLYSIS REACTIONS

In comparison to Co(II1) amines, transn donors have smaller effects on
acid hydrolysis reactions of Cr(II1) 6 2 v 63 and Rh(II1) 73 ammines. This
leads to the prediction that base hydrolysis will be a less prominent reaction, since the very rapid reaction of the conjugate base is attributed to the
outstanding n-donor ability of the amide ligand. Predictions must, however, also take into account the equilibrium constant for transfer of a
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proton from an ammine ligand to hydroxide. Equation (3-9) pointed
out that the observed second-order rate constant for base hydrolysis is the
product of the equilibrium constant for proton transfer and the rate constant for hydrolysis of the conjugate base.
The difficulty that pl.agues analysis of Co(II1) base hydrolysis rates
also complicates the present discussion; the equilibrium constants are not
available. But, rates of H-D exchange are available for several complexes. These probably do provide good estimates of relative acidity,
because it is probable that recombination of the amide ligand with a
proton is very fast and nearly independent of the metal. The exchange
rate is controlled by the rate of transfer of a proton from the complex to
OH- and, if the reverse reaction is metal independent, the acidity constant will also be proportional to this rate. Table 3-5 contains the hydrogen-deuterium exchange rates for several M(NH3) ions and the acidity
constants of corresponding M(NH3)
ions. The acidity constants
of the aquo complexes generally support the argument that exchange
rates are proportional to acidity constants. Table 3-5, therefore, includes
estimated relative K values for the ammine-proton loss based on the
measured exchange rates.
Table 3-5 also includes three kinetic parameters for the complexes
R ~ ( N H&12+,
~ ) c ~ ( N H ~5 ~
) 1 2 +C, O ( N H ~5c12+,
)
and R U ( N H ~&12+;
)
the

;+

Table 3-5

Acidity properties and hydrolysis rates of several metal-ammine
com@exes a
Cr3+

Metal ion

Co 3+

Rh3+

'+

RU

k H-D exchange 25OC of
M(NH3) :+,M-' sec-l

2.6 X l o 6

1 . 6 X l o 6 2.1 X lo5 6.0 X 10'

Ka of M(NH3)bC12+

1.6

1 .O

0.13

3.7 X lo2

relative to Co(NH8)&I2+
OH- of M(NE13)6C12+,
1.65 X low3 8 . 5 X 10-I 2 X lop3 2 . 9
M-I sec-', 25OC
k ~ * of
o M(NH3) 5C12+,
8 . 3 ~ 1 0 - 1~ . 7 ~ 1 0 - ~ 4 . 3 ~ 1 0 - ~ 3 . 3 ~ 1 0 - ~
sec-', 25OC
~ o H - / ~ H , o Kof~
1 . 2 X 1 0 2 5.OX1O6 3 . 6 X 1 0 2 4 X 1 0 1

M(NH8) 5C12+
a The data on which this table is based appeared in Table IV of the paper by
J. A. Broomhead, F. Basolo, and R. G. Pearson [Znorg. Chem., 3, 826 (1964)l. Sources
of the information are cited there.
Estimated as described in the text.
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rate of acid hydrolysis, the rate of base hydrolysis, and the relative rate of
base to acid hydrolysis corrected for relative acidity. The final quantities
test thejrst prediction, showing the effect of changing from an ammine to
an amide ligand on the rate of a hydrolysis reaction. The effect decreases
in the order Co(II1) >> Rh(II1) N Cr(II1) > Ru(II1). Because of the
higher acidity of the Ru(II1) complex, its observed base hydrolysis rate is
fast.
Earlier in the chapter, it was suggested that ligands which facilitate
hydrolysis reactions by n donation anticorrelated to some extent with
ligands of high nephelauxetic effect. I t was suggested that the mechanism
of assistance was delocalization of electrons into empty orbitals in the
transition state to reduce interelectronic repulsions. This idea is consistent with the series Co(II1) >> Rh(II1) ,- Cr(II1) > Ru(III), since this
would be reasonable version of the order of decreasing ground-state interelectronic repulsions. Along this series, more electron delocalization is
expected in the ground-state octahedral complex, and therefore there is
less advantage in producing the transition state with a n empty orbital.

3-16

MECHANISMS EMPLOYED BY OTHER OCTAHEDRAL COMPLEXES

The review published by Taube 75 in 1952 set the terms of reference
beginning the current period of active interest in ligand substitutions.
At that point, most metal complexes could only be called labile. This was
still true when the theory of substitution processes could be reviewed exhaustively, as it was in the important book of Basolo and Pearson 76 in
1958. I n the years since, the situation has changed radically as a result
of the introduction of methods for the study of reaction rates up to and
including the diffusion-controlled limit. Some of the "slower" reactions
of labile complexes have been measured by flow methods,77but the breakthrough is a result of application of the relaxation methods developed by
Eigen and his collaborators 78 (especially the sound absorption and temperature-jump techniques), and use of nmr relaxation-time studies, especially those of Connick 79 and his co-workers.
Although the methods are not limited in principle and their applications are being rapidly extended, most of the studies to date concern the
formation of complexes containing nonsolvent ligands from the aquometal
ions [Eq. (3-20)] and the exchange of water molecules between the first

coordination sphere and the bulk solvent (nmr method). The available
information, then, is for one leaving group and a variety of entering groups.
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Fortunately, the relaxation methods may permit distinguishing the
process of outer-sphere complex formation from entry into the inner sphere
in cases where the second step is significantly slower than diffusion control,
so that the formation rates discussed are those for the first-order process of
ligand entry from the second sphere into the first; thus, results for different
ligands may be directly compared.
I t has emerged that metal ions in aqueous solution fall into three welldefined categories 78:
1. Very rapid ligand-dependent reactions are observed for complex
formation by alkali metals (L?, Naf, K+, ~ b + CS'
, ) and the alkaline
earth metals ca2+, sr2+, and Ba2+. The rate constants are greater than
l o 7 sec-' with all ligands, and there is some variation in rate from ligand
to ligand. Rate increase correlates with decrease in the heat of hydration
of the metal ion.
2. A group of cations, including most of the divalent metals of the first
transition series, ~ g " , and some reactions of trivalent rare earth ions
exhibit rate constants less than l o 7 sec-' and very nearly independent of
the nature of the entering ligand.
3. A few cations display still lower rates of ligand entry and water
exchange which vary as the basicity of the entering group. Examples are
~ e ~ A13+,
+ , and Be2+.
The reactions in the first category could only be studied with strongly
complexing ligands such as EDTA, nitrilotriacetic acid, and adenosine
triphosphate. It appears that water loss is sufficiently facile that ligand

Table 3-6

Rates of complex
formation and water exchange a
log k, sec-'

Ligand
Hz0

802o-phenanthroline
SCNglycylglycine

cz0:-

Ni2+

Co2+

Fez+

4.4
4.2
3.2

6.0
5.3
5.5
4.0

6.5

4.3
4.9

5.7

6.0
5.9

a Data from a tabulation by M. Eigen and
R. C. Wilkins, "Mechanisms of Inorganic Reactions," Summer Symposium of the Division of Inorganic Chemistry of the American Chemical
Saciety, Lawrence, Kansas, June 21-24, 1964.
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Table 3-7
Anion

Reactions of ferric ion w i t h anions at 25OC

k,
M-I sec-I

AHS,
kcal mole-'

ASS, e u

kl, see-'

+

Rate law: d(FeSCN2+)/dt = kl[Fe3+][SCN-] kz[Fe3+][SCN-][Hf]-'.
See J. F. Below, R . E. Connick, and C. P. Coppel, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 80, 2961
(1958);R . E. Connick and C. P. Coppel, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 81, 6389 (1959);and the
critical review in E. F. Caldin, Fast Reactions in Solution, Wiley, New York, 1964, p. 49.
a

attack is the rate-determining step, but it is doubtful that conventional
considerations of "nucleophilicity" of the attacking atom are relevant to
discussion of the rates of ligand attack. Eigen suggests that the ratelimiting step in these processes is the replacement of several water molecules by the multidentate ligand.
The behavior in the second category is familiar. This category would
include almost all the slow reactions discussed earlier in this chapter. The
entering group is clearly not an important participant in the transition
state, and the reactions are either Id or D. Again, it seems reasonable to
generalize about the dissociative character of the transition states but it is
probably not possible to generalize concerning the question of a n intermediate of reduced coordination number. One interesting feature does
appear. Table 3-6 gives some data for several ligands reacting with the
aqua-co2+, aqua-~e~+, and aqua-~i~+ ions. In these cases, there is a n
analogy to the anation reactions of CO(NH~)~OH;+.The waterexchange process is faster than all of the anations but one. (One must be
cautious of the fact that the water-exchange rates come from a n entirely
different experimental method than the anation reaction rates.)
The third category includes slow reactions showing definitely higher
rates with basic ligands. The transition-metal case is that of the hexaquoferric ion for which data are collected in Table 3-7. These data might
be interpreted as indicative of a shift away from d reaction, but a n alternative explanation has been ~ f f e r e d . ' ~The parallel of reactivity with
basicity suggests that the effect of the ligand may be to act as a proton
acceptor. In these reactions, the rate of hydrolysis is greater than the
rate of water substitution, and pH effects show that the hydrolyzed species
undergoes faster substitution. The reaction may proceed by transfer of a
proton to the entering group in the outer sphere followed by loss of a water
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molecule from the inner sphere [Eq. (3-21)].

There is one serious diffi-

culty that this proposal must face. I t appears that the "internal hydrolysis" envisioned occurs for A13+ and Fe3+ but not for cr3+, since the hexaquochromic ion rates are not sensitive to ligand basicisity. (For example,
SO:- entry occurs a t the same rate as SCN- entry.) I n the c r 3 + case the
conditions of slow water exchange and fast hydrolysis are met and, although the c r 3 + ion is a weaker acid than the Fe3+ ion, it is a stronger acid
than the A13+ ion. Perhaps a reconciliation can be achieved if the c r 3 +
ion reactions are D, whereas the A13+ and ~ e reactions
~ +
are Id. But,
there is some reason to believe that Fe(II1) may mark a shift to the I,
mechanism. I t is noteworthy that the ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
complex of Fe(II1) has a coordination number of seven.80 (That the
strained ring requires distortion from a n octahedron in the highly chelated
complex may have something to do with the occurrence of the seven
coordination.)
I t may be appropriate, here, to note that some significant evidence
does exist for a substitution in one Fe(I1) system: the tris-(0-phenanthroline)iron(II) ion. Margerum and Morgenthaler
demonstrated that
decomposition of this complex is accelerated by CN-, OH-, and N g ions
(effectiveness decreasing in that order). Richards and co-workers 82 have
shown that the acid-catalyzed (see Section 3-12) decomposition of this
Fe(I1) complex slows down in nearly pure H z S 0 4 , whereas the decomposition of the analogous Ni(I1) complex does not. They suggest that
the Fe(I1) complex requires water attack (a), whereas the Ni(I1) does not.
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Abbreviation

Name

AcO-

acetate

acac

acetylacetonate

Formula or structure
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GLOSSARY

Name

Abbreviation

Formula or structure

s-butyl

meso-bn

As(CH3) 2
diars

a-phenylenebis(dimethy1arsine)

As(CH3) 2

dien

diethylenetriamine

H-N

I

Glossary

Name

Abbreviation

Formula or structure

DMF
DMSO

EDTA

(CHdzSO

dimethylsulfoxide

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

C H ~ C ~ O
/
O
'H
H2C /N\cHa/O

I

ethylenediamine

ethyl

1,1,7,7-tetraethyldiethylenetriamine

H-N

I

O
'H

GLOSSARY

Ab breuiation

MeEt4dien

Name

1,1,7,7-tetraethyl4-methyldiethylenetriamine

o-poen

a-pic

a-picoline

piperidine

Formula or structure

Glossary

Ab breuiation

Name

Formula or structure

propylenediamine

pyridine

I

tetrameen

2,2,3,3-tetramethylethylenediamine

CH3-C-CH3

I
I

CH3-C-CH3
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